Homecoming History Described
There is, in this week's edition of The Tiger, a
history of the Homecoming Weekend here at Clemson. In 1944 during the war time days of Clemson
Homecoming started at 10 a.m. on Saturday. The
game was a victory for the 900 students on campus;
the score an impressive 57-12. This Homecoming
and others are described on page 2-B.
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Homecoming 1959 Begins With Dance Tonight
Dr. Horn Conducts
Earle Hall Building
Dedication Nov. 6
By JOHN LONG
Tiger News Writer
The
dedication of
Samuel
Broadus Earle Hall, recently completed chemical engineering building, took place last Friday afternoon as the Olin Foundation officially granted Clemson the milliondollar structure.
Dr. Edwards Speaks
"It is for all of us at Clemson
a most happy opportunity to extend a cordial welcome to each
of you today. This marks another
historical day in the history of
Clemson College." So said Dr. R.
C. Edwards, president of Clemson, as he opened the ceremonies.
Referring to the previous grants
to Clemson totaling millions of
dollars, Dr. Edwards noted that
the college feels very much a part
of the Olin Foundation.
Dr. Horn, president of the
Olin
Foundation, arrived on
campus Thursday to formally
give the key of Earle Hall to
the college. "There are a few
things I'd like to say about this
building before I really start to
give it to you."
Dr. Horn stated that the building and equipment is one of the
finest in the nation for chemical
and metalurgical research and
will certainly bring more industry to the state.
The result of a special grant to
Clemson, a mass spectrometer
valued at $63,500, has been installed in Earle Hall. Such equipment
is rarely found in primarily educational institutions.
Presenting the key Dr. Horn
said, "... here is the symbol that
represents the gift of the Olin
Foundation to the people of the
state of South Carolina, this great
sovereign state that has preserved so much."
On behalf of Clemson Dr. R.
M. Cooper, president of Board
of Trustees, accepted the building and expressed sincere appreciation to trustees of Olin
Foundation for "this magnificent educational facility."
"We assure you, Dr. Horn,"
said Dr. Cooper, "that Clemson
(Continued on Page 8)

Earle Hall Formally Opens With Dedication

By BECKY EPTING
Tiger News Writer
The spotlight of Homecoming will be focused tonight on Tigerama and the
first of two dances to be held during the w eekend.
Making their first appearance
here is the Tommy Dorsey Orchestra star ring Warren Covington. The never-to-beforgotten music of the sentimental gentle man lives on under the new leadership of
one of America's most outstanding trombonists.
Warren Covington first wanted to play the trumpet but found that the only
available instrument in his high school band was the trombone. After serving in the
armed forces during World War II, he began playing with Les Brown's band in
New York.
Joins CBS Staff
Following his stint with Brown,
Covington spent five months with
Gene Krupa and then joined the
CBS staff playing on Arthur Godfrey's Radio and TV shows.
Playing for Jackie Gleason,
Ed Sullivan, Perry Como, Robert
Q. Lewis and Arthur Godfrey,
The National Science Founda- college seniors, graduate and Covington became established as
tion plans to award approximate- post-doctoral students, and other one of New York's most respectly 1,100 graduate and 125 post- individuals with equivalent train- ed and highest paid musicians.
doctoral fellowships during the ing and experience. All applicants He also found time to teach voice
1960-61 academic year. The Na- will be required to take an ex- and trombone and to play on. a
tional Academy of Sciences-Na- amination designed to test scien- multitude of recording sessions.
Tin 1956, Covington left CBS
tional Research Council will ad- tific aptitude and achievement.
to accept a position as leader
vise the Foundation in the selecTo be administered by the Edimportant guests including the former governor, James F.
tion of candidates.
ucational Testing Service this of "The Commanders," Decca
Byrnes, was on hand; however, there was a noticeable lack of
records' young dance band.
Committees
of
outstanding examination will be given on Jan.
students for the ceremony. (Tiger photo by John Oakley.)
It was at this time that Warscientists appointed by the Acade- 16, 1960, at designated centers
my-Research Council will evalu- throughout the United States and ren Covington became hailed
as an expert arranger, musiate the applications of all candi- certain foreign countries.
cian and singer.
dates and final selection will be
The annual stipends for graTommy Dorsey was the idol of
made by the Foundation and duate Fellowships are $1800 for
awards will be announced
on the first year, $2000 for the in- Covington while he was still
young. He actually learned to
enable students to perform Mar. 15, 1960.
ing and noveltry calling.
termediate year, $2200 for the
play the trombone by standing in
Also, several selections by the without memorizing their
Open only to citizens of the
terminal year; and for postfront
of his radio or record playTiger Tones; the international scripts, allowing greater verUnited States and awarded soledoctoral Fellowship is $4500.
er and playing along with TomStudents Association with a satility.
ly on the basis of ability, the
Limited allowances will also
my.
The sound system, through the fellowships may be applied to
satire on Russian War Dance;
be provided to apply toward
Covington was a true Dorsey
Pershing Rifles with a satire on use of new techniques, will be advanced study in the mathe(Continued on Page 7)
fan — he knew-the names of
greatly improved this year, ac- matical, physical, medical, biothe Senior Platoon.
every member of the band and
Also, Fainettes with "Jazz In- cording to Mose MacFie, tech- logical, and engineering scienevery arrangement in his book!
nical
director.
ces,
including
anthropology,
psyterpretation to Drums"; an exWhile he was with CBS he
hibition of fire-eating by Mac
Officers for the presentation chology (excluding clinical psyplayed in Dorsey's trombone
McCahan; a presentation en- of Tigerama are Bob.Boles, di- chology).
section for a few recording sestitled "Vogues of Sound"; a wo- rector; Mose MacFie, technical
Fellowships may also be apsions.
manless wedding by the Meck- director; Jim Scott, publicity plied to the following social sciThe Dorsey trombone has often
lenburg County Club.
director; Luther Blgby, assis- ences: geography, mathematical
been called "The World's Greattant director; Ray Griffin, di- economics, econometrics, demoBand to Perform
A surprise banquet was held est." Tommy Dorsey played with
rector of skits and Dave Poole graphy, information and commuAlso, there will be presenta- and Bob Nalley, personnel di- nication theory, experimental and Tuesday to commemorate the the "Scranton Sirens" and then
tions by the Bengals and the rectors.
quantitative sociology and the his- retirement of P. B. Holtzendorff with the Paul Whiteman Orchestra.
band and majorettes.
Tigerama is co-ordinated by tory and philosophy of science. as general secretary of the ClemBrothers Form Band
son
YMCA.
Holtzy,
as
he
is
The finale will be a 15 to 20 Blue Key and financed by the
Exam Required
Tommy and Jimmy Dorsey
known to his numerous friends,
minute electronically controlled Alumnae Association.
These fellowships are open to
formed a band in 1934. Included
has been here 43 years.
display of fireworks.
in that band were Bob Crosby.
Prominent
members
of
the
The skits will be judged duras vocalist, Glenn Miller on secfaculty
and
administration,
ing the presentation and $75
YMCA secretaries from through- ond trombone and Ray McKinley
will be awarded as first prize.
on the drums.
out the South, "Y" Cabinet
Second prize will be $50. Awards
Friday, Nov. 13
In 1935, the Dorsey brothers
members,
and
his
family
were
of $25 each will be presented for 7:10 P.M.—Pre-Tigerama. Memorial Stadium.
separated and Tommy formed
present for the occasion.
the best specialty act and most
his own band. He had a fabulous
4:20 P.M.—Pep Rally. Memorial Stadium.
Presented With Silver
active club.
career in records, movies and tel6:30-P.M — Tigerama. Memorial Stadium.
Monday night, the "Y" Cabi- evision, all of which are probably I
Tigerama will again be tapnet presented him with a silver unparallelled in music history.
9:00 P.M.-1:00 A.M.—Homecoming Dance. Tommy
ed for several reasons. The use
tray and bowl as a part of his
Dorsey
Orchestra.
Dining
Hall.
of microphones is not as efbirthday celebration.
Made Records Popular
Saturday, Nov. 14
fective when working with such
A portrait to Holtzendorff, to Dorsey had two recordings,
a large audienc. Also, this will 10:00 to 12:00 A.M.—Open House. Clemson Dormitories. be placed in the YMCA, was "Marie" and "Song of India,"
11:00 P.M.—Dining Hall open for buffet dinner.
presented by its painter, Dr. B. which were historic because they I
started records back on the road
MEAL TICKETS AVAILABLE 11:30 P.M.—Junior Class box lunches on sale. Beside O. Williams of-the University of to big-time business and set two
Georgia. He announced that it
Field House.
FOR VISITORS ON CAMPUS
had taken from 125 to 150 hours distinctive trends in popular arrangements that last to this day.
2:00
P.M.—Football.
Clemson-Maryland.
Memorial
to complete.
The Clemson College Dining
In "Marie" Tommy took an
Stadium. Homecoming Queen will be
Hall will be open at 11 a.m. on
Lucy and Janice Holtzendorff, Irving Berlin tune and revived it
Saturday morning for a buffet
granddaughters
of
the
retiring
presented at halftime.
into a bigger hit than it had been |
luncheon. All student dates and
secretary, unveiled the portrait. on its first appearance. This recAfter
Game
—
Resumption
of
sale
of
box
other guests on the campus may
One of Holtzy's life long ord also introduced, for the first |
lunches by the Junior Class. Beside Field friends, Dr. W. D. Weatherattend. Tickets are $1.50 and may
time, the choral background,
be obtained at tables on the Logford, vice-president of Berea chanting a series of song titles I
House.
gia and upstairs in the lounge.
College and founder of Blue in response to the vocalist who |
Students will be admitted as usu- 8:00 P.M.-Midnight—Homecoming Dance. Tommy
Ridge Assembly in North did the lyrics to the number.
Dorsey Orchestra. Dining Hall.
al by their I. D. card.
(Continued on Page 3)
The amazing success of this
record — still widely requested and one of the most popular of all time — was followed
by others in the same vein, including another brought up-todate, Jerome Kern's "Who?"
"Song of India" was another I
never-to-be
forgotten
Dorsey |
An application for a construcThe new facilities will offer and music by big-name bands. already been made available to special — a sweet-swing arrangetion permit will be submitted in excellent communication for off- The station will present an in- the station for the coordination ment of a classic featuring Tomthe very near future to the Fed- campus students, faculty and creased number of panel discus- of administrative affairs. The my's mellow trombone. The great I
eral Communications Commission administrators, according
to sions between students and facul- offices, transmitters, and stu- demand for more of this elegant
by WSBF for authority to erect Charlie Jamieson, station man- ty.
dios are located on the third music brought forth "Barcarolle," |
a 10 watt FM broadcasting sta- ager. The programs will be deAnticipated topics for discussion floor Student Center.
"Humoresque," "Going Home"
signed without supporting com- are the campus problems which
tion here.
The application for a construc- (Dvorak's New World Symphony)
WSBF would become the first mercials to provide the very arise from time to time.
tion permit consisted of a 16 page
(Continued on Page 8)
station
in the Intercollegiate best in music, he continued.
Other programs will include all detailed report which required a
*********
Broadcasting System to operate
If granted, the construction au- home football and basketball minimum of 200 man-hours
to
both an AM and FM educational thority will be returned within 60 games, speeches and lectures of complete.
persons
visiting It included eight exhibits: aeradion station.
days and construction will begin distinguished
immediately. The station hopes to campus.
rial photographs, maps, engineerThe station will also maintain ing data, and calculated range.
begin FM operations in about
current listings of campus events, The exhibits were prepared by
three months.
The total cost of installation is club meetings and achriinistrative Van Fair.
expected to be about $2,000 ac- announcements. Students will al- The remainder of the applicacording to Van Fair, director of so be paged whenever necessary. tion was completed by Fair, JamThe additional space necess- ieson and Teddy Holt, program
engineering. Equipment will include a Gates model 10 FM B ary for the addition of FM has director. Legal papers were comtransmitter and a Gates FM 22
pleted by college personnel.
Students donated over $160 to antenna mounted above the stuStudents Compose Staff
JUNIORS
TO
HOLD
BOX
the Student Government Emer- dent Center on a 60 foot tower.
The staff of the present radio
gency Fund last week. The fund The antenna will be 104 feet high. LUNCH SALE TOMORROW
station, composed solely of stuwill be used to pay medical bills
Programming will be done simJunior Class will sponsor the dents, contacted the company
of a 14-year-old boy recently hos- ultaneously over the present clos- sale of box lunches tomorrow be- sales engineers and the FCC field
pitalized with an abscessed ap- ed-circuit AM and the proposed ginning at 11:30 a.m. The meals engineers.
FM stations. The FM station will will be prepared by Hinton's
Jamieson expressed his apprependix.
The boy, also susceptble to se- operate on 88.1 megacycles over Restaurant of Greenville.
ciation to Dean Cox, Student Afvere asthma attacks, is staying the standard FM band.
A choice of fried chicken or fairs Office and all others conwith his sister and brother-in-law,
Includes Nearby Towns
barbecue
pork
served
with cerned, for the splendid cooperaa Clemson student. All of his med- The new facility is expected to French fries, slaw and tea or cof- tion extended to WSBF in comical bill will be paid, if the fund cover 426 square miles and will fee is offered for $1.25. The stand pleting plans for an educational
is sufficient. The Clemson United include Seneca, Pendleton, Cen- will be set up beside the Field broadcasting station.
The staff has also extended an
Fund has also contributed $50 to tral, Clemson and other nearby House.
the deferment of the bills.
The lunches will be on sale un- invitation to all alumni and
communities.
The fund, initiated on April 16,
Jamieson announced that the til everyone is served. The stand friends to visit the station on the
1959, now contains approximately musical prograrnming will
in- will close during the Clemson- third floor of the Student Center
WARREN COVINGTON
over the Homecoming weekend.
$240.
clude the top 40, classical music, Maryland football game.

Science Foundation
Offers Scholarships

With a dignified dedication the new chemical engineering
building was officially named Earle Hall last Friday afternoon.
The speakers included Dr. R .C. Edwards, Clemson's president,
Dean Kinard, "Booty" Roberts and Dr. Horn. A crowd of

1959 Tigerama Begins Homecoming Weekend
Tigerama 1959 will begin tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Memorial
Stadium. The presentation will
begin the Homecoming festivities scheduled for the weekend.
This, the third Tigerama, will
feature a pre-Tigerama program, skits, numerous variety
acts, and a fireworks display.
Taped music will begin at 6.45
p.m. according to Bob Boles, director of Tigerama.
Pre-Tigerama will begin at
7:10 p.m. for a ten minute
period. A pep rally will extend from the end of preTigerama until 7:30 p.m., the
beginning of the 1959 edition
of Tigerama.
The crowning of Miss Tigerama will begin the festivities.

She is Nancy Edwards, a Clemson co-ed majoring in arts and
sciences. Her attendants are
Nancy Bonnette of North, Wilma Bonham of Chesnee, Margaret Hoover of Cheraw and
Anne Sherman of Clemson.
Dan Richards, horticulture
major from Charlotte, will introduce Miss Tigerama. Bob
Hunnicutt, animal husbandry
major from Hartwell, Georgia,
will be the master of ceremonies.
Bob and Dan served as coemcees for last year's Tigerama.
Composed of Skits
Tigerama itself will be composed of skits by: Mu Beta Si,
presenting the Golden Age of
Music; Faculty Square Dance
Team with expert square danc-

Approval Of First Social Organization
May Mark Step Toward National Frats
Recent approval of a purely so asset or a liability to the colcial organization, Sigma Zeta, lege?
marked the latest development in
(2) If an asset, what would be
improving the social life here and necessary to the establishment of
possibly may be a step toward the system and what difficulties
national social fraternities
would have to be overcome?
Walter T. Cox, Dean of Student
After carefully studying
the
Affairs, cautioned that national various sides to the questions, the
fraternities are not scheduled for committee decided "that some rethe near future, if at all.
organization of the student comThe initial steps in the ap- munity" was definitely necessary.
proval of social organizations
The report stated that "there
began Feb. 20, 1959, when the is no doubt in the minds of the
Student Assembly passed the members of the committee that
following resolution:
the dormitories at Clemson need
"We, of the Clemson College additional recreation and lounge
Student Assembly, elected by the areas, as well as other physical
students, do resolve that there is alterations. Also, the students
a definite and acute need for so- need the opportunity to
group
cial fraternities on the Clemson themselves according to common
campus.
interests
and activities."
"We wish to urge that all
The committee concluded that
branches of student government, social fraternities would be an asthe student body, and all interest- set to Clemson, if: (1) There is a
ed organisations and individuals reorganization of the students to
do accelerate all efforts toward live in areas of the dormitories
the attaining of social fraterni- specifically assigned to them.
ties at Clemson College."
(2) Provision is made for the
Committee Established
formation of social clubs to room
A faculty, alumni, and student together with readily accessible
committee was established by the meeting rooms and for an interadministration to study the ques- club governing body.
tion, following approval by
the
(3) Those clubs which desire to
Educational Council. Two ques- join with a national fraternity to
tions were given to the commit- do so under careful administratee as a basis of study. They tive control.
were:
This report and the recommen(1) Would a national social fra- dations of the Student Affairs ofternity system at Clemson be an 1 fice were presented to the Board

of Trustees on June 26, 1959.
They "recognized the importance of wholesome recreational and social activities in the
total educational program of
the institution as well as their
importance in the non-academic education of the individual
student."
The Board authorized a reorganization of the dormitories to
arrange for groups of students to
live in specified areas of the dormitories. Also, the establishment
of an inter-club governing body
was authorized.
They permitted the organization
of local student clubs for "wholesome social purposes" under the
appropriate control of the administration, but reserved considerations of other aspects of the matter for the future.
Therefore, the Student Assembly resolution, fraternity
committee report and the approval of
the Board of Trustees have resulted in the initial purely social
fraternity- on this campus. Expansion of the program and the
possible permission
to affiliate these with national groups are
still in the future.

Retires Crown

$30, second prize $25, and third
prize $20.
Serving on the judging committee are: Prof. R. E. Ware,
Department of Entomology and
Zoology; Dean H. E. McClure,
Department of Architecture;
and Mrs. M. A. Owings.
The thirteen displays and
their locations are: Hil leiBrandies Club, located across
from the chemistry building;
American Society of Agricultural Engineers, on the upper
part of Bowman Field; Square
and Compass, on the triangle
in front of the library.
Also American Institute of Architects, on the corner between
the dorms and the chemistry
(Continued on Page 7)

T Cabinet Honors
Hollzendorff With
Surprise Banquet

Homecoming Schedule

WSBF Plans Construction Of FM Facilities
To Benefit Off-Campus Students, Residents

Featured

13 Organizations Erect
Homecoming Displays
Thirteen Homecoming displays have been erected by the
various clubs and organizations
of the college as a part of the
Homecoming program for tomorow. The judging of these
displays, one of the highlights of
Homecoming weekend, will be
tomorrow at 10 a.m.
The display will be judged
on several points, most important of which are originality,
amount of work involved, and
appeal to public interest.
Winners Receive Cash
Winners will be announced at
halftime at the Homecoming
football game tomorrow afternoon. Three winners will be
named and prizes will be awarded to each. First prize will be

Tommy Dorsey Orchestra
Stars Warren Covington

Students Donate
$160 To Defer
Medical Costs

Tonight at Tigerama Barbara
Dillard will crown the new
queen, Nancy Edwards. Barbara was chosen last year and
has reigned through tonight.
This event will be one of the
many scheduled to take place
tonight.
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EDITORIALS

Let's Talk It Over

Homecoming Represents One Mass
Gathering Of All Clemson People

Financial Assistance Would Enable Restoration
Of Historically Valuable Clemson Art Collection
Few of us realize that on this campus
there is a collection of paintings valued
into the thousands of dollars that are at
the present time in non-exhibitional condition. The historical value of these
paintings, collected by Thomas G. Clemson and his wife while they were in Belgium acting as charge d'affaires in the
court of Leopold I, is undeterminable.
When he died he left these paintings to
the College.
These paintings hung in the Clemson's Washington home upon his return
until the War Between the States, when
he had to flee to the South. They were
then sent for safe keeping to Altoona, Pa.
A few years before the death of Clemson
they were returned to Fort Hill.
Some of the pictures were destroyed
and others damaged during shipping.
Originally the collections numbered 47,
but now the college owns 44. Some of
these are on display in the Calhoun Mansion, but the majority are now being
stored in the gallery storage departments
of the Structural Sciences Building.
At first these paintings were stored at
random—in attics, basements and behind
heating facilities. In 1955, Mr. Gunther,
an art professor, collected these paintings
into one central location.
This same year a student organization
was formed ofr the purpose of restoring
was formed for the purpose of restoring
and maintaining the paintings as a collection. For about two years the student
assistance. In 1955, Dr. R. F. Poole, president of the college and the present president Dr. R. C. Edwards, then Vice President for development, were approached
by the students for some type of financial
"aid.
In the summer of 1956 a member of
the committee took 4 of the paintings to
the Metropolitan Museum of Art, where
Mrs. Marguerita Salinger, a curator of
the museum, gave her opinion of these
paintings. She remarked, "Although I
do not think that the attribution to the
various artists are correct, I do feel that
the paintings I have seen are works of art
and should be treated as such." She
recommended that Dr. W. R. Valentiner,
director of the Raleigh Museum, be given
a chance to study the entire collection.
Valentiver said /'Unfortunately most
of the paintings are in bad condition, and
it would be very costly to have them put
in order. However, this should be done
soon; otherwise there will be only ruins
of the collection."
Dr. Poole arranged for the funds for
the restoration of six of the paintings and
they were sent to a restorer in Atlanta.
They were brought back to Clemson and
stored for a short period of time in Hanover House. Since then they have been
moved to their present position in the
storage galleries in the Structural Sciences Building.
In 1958, Dr. Edward Finley, a foremost national art authority, in Washington was contacted. He referred the committee to the director of national gallery
of art, Mr. Walker. He invited them to
bring the entire collection to Washing-

ton to be studied. This was done.
Dr. Finley, Mr. P. B. Cott," chief curator of the national galelry of art and Mr.
Walker studied all the paintings and
established a rating system by which the
paintings could be recorded as to value.
They said that out of some 30 paintings
they felt that there were 20 that should
be restored as works of art. Their historic value, so far as Clemson is concerned, was not included in this appraisal. Half of these were given superior
ratings.
Dr. Poole's death occurred this same
summer. President Edwards is now
maintaing the same interest that Dr.
Poole did.
The President's mansion is under consideration as an immediate possibility
for displaying the paintings. At the present time there is no place on the Clemson
campus that these paintings can be publically displayed. But before such can
be taken into consideration, the remaining paintings must be restored because
they are undisplayable.
The restoration of these paintings
would cost between two and three thousand dollars. This would be a very small
amount considering their historical value
to Clemson. This is considered to be the
first collection of this type in the South.
Thomas Clemson himself was a painter
besides being a connoisseur of fine paintings.
Just considering alone the fact that
these paintings belonged to and were
given to the college by the founder of
this institution should be enough motivation for those interested in Clemson to
see that they are restored and put on display for the public. Mr. Clemson was
extremely proud of his fine collection,
and one might wonder what he would
think today, if he were to see their present condition.
Tom Clemson was perhaps the first
"Country Gentleman" and as such was
interested in culture. Here at Clemson
we have relatively few outlets for culture, and one of those is now going to
waste. We wonder how an institution
such as Clemson which claims to hold its
own in the world of culture can just sit
back and let these paintings deteriorate.
Financial assistance for the restoration of these paintings could be obtained
through anyone of the following ways:
an appropriation from the college, contributions from alumni and/or interested
persons or a contribution from an interested organization. We wonder just how
important those who could make this project possible feel that culture is to Clemson students.
It would be possible that these paintings will become the nucleus of an art
gallery here at Clemson to which persons
interested in Clemson might leave paintings to be displayed.
With the historical, as well as the
monetary, importance of these paintings
in mind, we feel that someone or some
group will come forth and express their
interest in seeing that this collection is
treated with the justice that is due to it.

Sabbatical Leaves Would Benefit College, Allow
Professors To Further Their Own Education
Sabbatical leaves have been proposed
for Clemson and we feel that they should
go into immediate effect. Sabbatical
leave is a leave of absence by an associate
and/or full professor who has been such
for at least six years at the institution to
study. During this period he will receive
half of his salary.

the field in which they are teaching.
This would also be an attraction to professors who plan on continuing their
studies while teaching, who might have
otherwise gone to teach at some other institution that had sabbatical leaves available.

This would be an excellent move by
Clemson because it would make it possible for more professors to continue
their study and be better acquainted with

We further feel that if Clemson fails
to enact the policy of sabbatical leaves
that they will be doing their faculty an
injustice that they were not due.
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sWScene: The Loggia — Time: Dance Weekend
Talk Of The Town

Car Regulations Restrict Rats,
But Aid Academic Adjustment
By KENNETH EATON
According to the Clemson
College parking and traffic
regulations, "Students in their
freshmen year at Clemson will
not be permitted to operate or
park any motor vehicles on the
campus except on special occasions as designated by the
college administration."
The rule
further states
that persons
found
guilty
of violating
the regulation
are liable
to suspension
from Clemt&
Jb son College.
mm lir Jj|
Exceptions
taR * **S to the rule
are made for commuting students living at home and for
students physically handicapped. These exceptions may be
made upon petition by the
student to the office of the
Dean of Student Affairs.
Without doubt, this rule has
not been accepted with "open
arms" by the freshmen. Many
are of the opinion that the
rule is a form of punishment
placed on them by the administration; but, this is not the
case at all.
The regulation involving
parking restrictions was not
passed by the administration,
but was passed unanimously
by the Student Assembly. Since
the Student Assembly was elected by the students, it is logical to assume that the actions
of the Assembly reflect the majority of the student body's
ideas.
The upperclassmen can
readily understand the validity

of such a regulation. On the
other hand, freshmen are inclined to feel that such a regulation is unnecessary and unduly discriminating.
In this column, the writer
will attempt to show the freshmen that the regulation was
not intended to discriminate
against the student, but to
benefit him.
First, it is necessary to explain the reasons for such a
regulation. A great many students are of the idea that the
prime reason for enacting the
regulation was due to the lack
of adequate parking space.
This is a false assumption, for
the parking facilities are ample.
By introducing the regulation, the Student Assembly
had in mind the formost objective of the individual student
—that of adjusting to the academic life of college.
It may be argued that by the
time a person reaches college
level he is mature enough to
assume responsibility. However, some of our actions tend
to disprove this theory and
point to the fact that we are
merely in another stage of adolescence.
In reviewing the list of exceptions to the rule, one will no
doubt notice that veterans are
not classified as exceptions.
Immediately, someone will assume that an injustice has been
committed against this group.
After all, aren't veterans
mature? This question cannot
always be answered in the affirmative. For today, the majority of veterans which enter
college are six months veterans, not veterans with two or
more years service.

A student that pays his own
way through college may be of
the opinion that the loss incurred by neglectful studying is
his own loss. In truth, this is
proven to be a fallacy.
Every student attending
Clemson College is doing so on
a $750 "scholarship". This
"scholarship" is in the form of
various supplements given to
Clemson by the state.
Thus, when a student fails
out of school, the loss incurred
is not entirely his own, but is
shared with the tax payers—
you and I.
With graduation requirements becoming more rigid, it
is the responsibility of everyone to see that a minimum of
losses are incurred by the student failing out of school.
With the beginning of the
1960-1961 school year, this prohibition of mortor vehicles will
be extended to all students
classified as freshmen, regardless of the number of years they
have attended college.
This expansion of the present regulation is definitely a
step further in the direction of
adjusting the freshmen to "college life".
While on the subject of rules
and regulations, it is necessary
to make mention of the recent
action taken by the Board of
Counselors in regards to "quiet
hours" on the dormitory halls.
Excessive noise in the dormitories has been quite a problem in the past. It is hoped
that this action taken by the
Board of Counselors will alleviate this problem to a great
extent. The success of this
action depends on the Individual.

Analytical Approach

Condition Of Growth Requires
Literary Journal For Clemson
By BUCK DEATON
It is the opinion of this columnist that Clemson has long
needed some type of literary
journal. or magazine. Most of
the leading colleges and universities in the nation have
such a publication as this. Why
does Clemson not have one?
Some time during the latter
part of 1800 and into the early
part of 1900 Clemson had such
a publication on campus
known as The Clemson Chronicle. The exact time of its existence is . not
known, the
time
range
above
is
merely a supposed estimate; however, there is
Hll %
Jp the Chronicle
in the form* of an 1898 publication.
The reason for the collapse
of this publication is not
known, but one could venture
to say that its decline was
caused by the same reason
that such a publication is not
being printed at present, that
of having an insufficient
amount of entries of high caliber.
With the increased number
of students on campus, it
should now be possible to produce a student publication of
this type at least two times per
semester. This should be adequate time in which to collect
literature of the proper quality.
The publication should most
probably contain short stories,
essays, poetry, plays, satires,
witticisms, verbal paintings or
descriptive expositions, and
some form of a critique covering the latest books published
in America.
A publication such as this

could also include some of the
better papers written in English composition courses.
In essence, it would give interested students an excellent
opportunity to express themselves, and it could also provide valuable experience for
anyone planning to follow such
a field after graduation.
tnwritten Laws
.
Need Reviewing
In the first issue of The Tiger this year a list of Clemson's
unwritten laws was published
on the front page. Apparently
many students have either forgotten these laws or intend
merely to disregard them.
The majority of students on
campus are not involved, and
the majority of the unwritten
laws are kept; however. It
could prove wise for us to consider once again certain of the
laws in particular.
Third in order of the unwritten laws is a statement which
deals with the courtesy of a
student leaving a note in a
room from which he has borrowed some article.
In some situations recently, it has been very difficult to
determine whether an article
has been borrowed temporarily
or "borrowed" permanently.
Almost every student in the
dormitories hesitates to report
an article stolen from his room.
Why?

Because in some instances
investigations of the theft have
involved close friends, often
offending innocent people and
creating animosity in practically every case.
A note signed by the borrower and left in the room from
which the article was borrowed would not only tell the owner that his propery had merely
been borrowed temporarily,
but it would also inform the

owner as to whom had borrowed the object in case it was
needed to be returned shortly.
The fourth law in part
states, "A Clemson man never
makes rude, insulting, or uncalled-for remarks to the girls."
The episode which took place
last Friday night before the
Duke-Clemson football clash
indicates that some students
intend to ignore this law.
On the other hand, perhaps
the animal traits of the participating students overcame
their reasoning faculties and
allowed the vulgar demonstrations to occur. The situation
being discussed is, of course,
that in which many Clemson
students gathered in front of
seventh barracks where the
Governettes, a visiting girls'
drill team was being housed.
This charming group of girls
who had been so kind to grace
our campus for the weekend
and participate in the halftime ceremony of the football
game were objects of remarks
ranging from vulgar "catcalls" to direct propositions.
From some of the rumors
overheard on campus, the
"troops" had originally planned a "panty-raid", and had
it not been for the efforts of a
handful of seniors trying to
disband the unruly group, the
raid would have probably taken
place.
Occurrences such as these
bring disgrace upon the individuals involved, and more
important, their conduct reflects upon Clemson College as
a whole.
In the future let us observe
this important Clemson law
and prove that we can conduct
ourselves as adults; or we may
find girl gToups such as the
Governettes declining invitations to visit our campus.

The festivities of Homecoming weekend are rapidly approaching. Each person eagerly awaits this memorable period of union and reunion. This is the time of
the year when old grads return to their alma mater
to survey changes upon their'former campus and to
reminisce a little.
The same autumnal grandeur prevails on the
ous crowds, etc.
Clemson campus as were prevalent fifty
years past. The Homecoming ceremonies of 1909 were as important to the
Tigers then as they are to the Tigers
today.
panse to the other can be seen returnees,
panse to th eother can be seen returnees,
anticipating the regale of the ensuing
hours of dances, parties, football, joyTo this writer Homecoming is not unlike the
Christmas season, when one can look forward to reunions, seeing old friends after a long absence; yet, the
spirit of Homecoming, just like the spirit of Christmas,
sometimes gets lost in the shuffle.
The true meaning of Homecoming is one of a welcoming nature. The entire campus is open to the alumni, those who in the past attended classes in much the
same manner as we today do. The physical structure
of the campus may have changed considerably, but the
spirit of Clemson has endured through the years. . . .
the same brotherhood among men.
Brotherhood among men. That statement leads to
quite a controversial subject. Brotherhood exists only
where fraternity exists. The lack of fellowship that
has been so pronounced is not really a lack of fellowship; it is a lack of interest in the students to increase
the mutual relations among students.
When a graduate returns to Clemson after a number of years away, he most probably remembers best
the people he has met here, the acquaintances he made,
and the lasting friendships which resulted from his
tenure here.
There is not really a lack of fellowship at this
college. Clemson men always respect fellow Clemson
men and in most cases will go out of their way to help
other Clemson men in trouble. The controversial subject which arises is: could our relationship (one student to another) be bettered?
The recent inauguration of a social organization
on campus, primarily for social functions, leads us to
believe that in the near future, the Clemson warriors
for truth and education will be true Clemson brothers,
in word and deed. This is neededThe returning sheepskin-receivers look back and
marvel. Will we today be able to look back ten years
hence and marvel, too? Why not? Why should not the
improvements in the last ten years be the steppingstones for the next decade's improvements? This writer looks forward to his Clemson Homecoming.
How many years ago was it... ten, twenty, thirty,
even more? What changes have occurred! What an
understatement! The graduates of 1920, if one wishes
to wager, would probably have never envisioned the
1959 Clemson.
The affluence which the college and its schools
have amassed, the influx of the fairer sex on campus,
the abolishment of the military, the recognition of
Clemson as a major institution of learning, the increase
of its prestige in athletic circles, the growth numerically
in its enrollment, its maintenance of superior facilities
over its cohort down in the capital city (who wishes to
say whether this superiority complex is limited primarily to athletic circles?): the changes are clearly
visible.
Last week the Olin Foundation was represented
here at the dedication of the new Earle Hall Chemical
Engineering Building; this is not the last by any means
of new construction on the campus.
The future looks good; plans are afoot for a new
library, a new physics building, in the foreseeable future a mathematics building, a new college auditorium
to replace the out-dated Tillman Hall, and reports are
that plans for a recreational building may be in the
making.
It is apparent that Clemson today means more than
just a college located in the foothills of the Blue Ridge
where persons who wish to study an agricultural and
mechanical curriculum are directed.
The alumnus of 1920 walks down the corridors of
the fishbowl dorms and tries, somewhat unsuccessfully,
to imagine himself attending college here today. He
says to himself, "It sure isn't like I knew it; I don't believe I could get used to not having the military.
Wonder what else will happen in the future to alter
my alma mater?", or maybe words to that effect. He
may never utter them to his companions or to his wife,
but nevertheless they are in his thoughts, and rightly
so.
We at Clemson today are proud of this fine institution, and we wholeheartedly welcome the alumni back.
We at the Tiger endeavor to bring f orth.needed changes
on the campus through our columns and editorials.
Sometimes we are successful, sometimes, not. We
are accused oftentimes of fighting our own battles, and
we are . . . that is to say, if the 'our' includes Clemson.
We do think, however, that some visible means of
direction is needed on the campus. Some signs could
be strategically placed to point out the relative location
of the buildings with their proper names painted on
them and a welcome sign could be placed at the entrance to the campus at the gates and in certain favorable locations around campus to extend our welcome
far and wide, to let passers-by feel that they, too, are
welcome to visit our campus and to see the beauty that
is Clemson's.
Here's wishing the Tigers the best of luck in the
gridiron encounter with the University of Maryland
tomorrow. Our potential bowl-bound Tigers are high
atop the ratings; let's support them, and we'll be bowlbound again New Year's.
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Puimon Picks Friendliness As School's Best Quality
Last Friday when the Governettes invaded the quadrangle, they were met by a mass meeting
of the student body. The girls, here to present a half-time show at the Duke game, were a
startilhg sight to the unawares on campus. Seldom is such a bevy of females around. (Tiger
photo by Robert Gaskins.)

Senior Platoon Promotes Interest
In Elements Of Precision Drill

1

By BOB CLARK
Tiger Associate Editor
"Hup, toop, threep, fourp... ".
These strains so familiar to us
students are even more familiar
to the thirty-five members of the
Clemson Senior Platoon.
Founded In '29- '30
Clemson's Senior Platoon was
founded in the school year 1929
1930 by one of the most famous of
all Clemson graduates, Gator
Farr. It was inaugurated to promote interest among the seniors
in the elements of precision drill.
This year's Senior Platoon is
headed by Ed Stewart, a senior
majoring in mathematics from
Clemson; assistant leader is Au
brey Shirley, an Industrial Man
agement senior from Honea Path
Dick Weisner, a senior in Mechanical Engineering from Lancaster. Publicity manager is
"Speedy" Lewis, an Agricultural
Education senior from Dillon.
To Drill Saturday
This year the platoon has drilled in pre-game ceremonies at the
Clemson-Carolina game and is
scheduled to drill tomorrow at the
Homecoming game.
The platoon has virtually a
standing invitation to drill at the
Mardi Gras in New Orleans each
year; last year, immediately fol
lowing their adept performance,
they received an invitation to re-

turn this coming February.
There are five juniors this
year who have the distinction of
belonging to the platoon. Members are picked according to
their interest and desire to join
and exhibit their skill at the
elements of drill.
The juniors who join the platoon
are picked by the members after
organization is completed early in
the fall semester. As has been
the rule in the past, no juniors
hold office.
The members of the platoon select their officers after everyone
so desiring has shown interest in
the platoon.
Ed Stewart expressed himself,
regarding the platoon, "I believe that interest in drilling
and in precision drilling especially has slackened at Clemson in the last few years; however, I do feel that this year a
definite improvement has been
made in reviving the students'
interest in the platoon."
According to Ed, "I am quite
satisfied with the help the administration has afforded us this semester, and hope our efforts will
show up well this weekend."

Gray Awarded
Ethyl Corp.
Scholarship

"Spider's Web", the Clemson Little Theater's first production of the season, rolled into
its last full week of rehearsal
Monday with the cast beginning
to really feel their parts.
"Spider's Web" is another example of Agatha Christie's deft
weaving of intrigue and mystery
so well remembered in "Witness
For the Presecution".
Directed By Ware
The play is under the able direction of Bob Ware, who has
given us such memorable productions as "The Seven Year
Itch", "Sight Unseen" and last
year "Here We Come Gathering".
The performances of the play
have been set by the producer,
Gil Parker, for Wednesday and
Thursday, Nov. 18 and 19 at
8:15 p.m.
Weaving the web is Clarissa
Hailsham Brown, portrayed very
aptly by Joan McMinn.
Attempting to untangle the web
is Inspector Jones played by I.
A. Trively, assisted by James

Michael H. Gray of Atlanta has
been awarded the Ethyl Corporation scholarship in chemical engineering.
Gray, a senior, graduated from
Ware Shoals High School and attended Emory University before
enrolling at Clemson.
The Ethyl Corporation's scholarship at Clemson was established
this fall as part of its aid-to-education program. In addition to
this award, Ethyl is currently
providing 21 graduate research
fellowships at as many leading
colleges and
universities. This
marks the 23rd consecutive year
of such Ethyl support.

'Y' CABINET
(Continued from Page 1)
Carolina, delivered the main
address of the evening. He
stressed that the success of
any YMCA was the result of
the efforts of a small group of
men who have dedicated their
lives to the organization, as
has Clemson's Holtzendorff.
He hailed Holtzy as one of the
persons who have a sincere care
for the boys with whom he comes
in contact.
Given Luggage
Tokens of appreciation were
presented in behalf of Holtzy's
many friends. Luggage for both
Mr. and Mrs. Holtzendorff was
presented by Joe Lindsay. A
thick volume of letters concerning the retirement was presented
by Nash Gray.
Tom Polger presented Holtzy
with a silver pitcher engraved
"To Preston Brooks Holtzendorff,
Jr., in appreciation of 43 years
of devoted and dedicated services to the Clemson College
YMCA. 1959"
When the presentations were
completed, Holtzendorff was given a chance to speak. In his
usual offhand manner, he quipped, "I should be overwhelmed'
but I'm not." Then, becoming
serious, he expressed his appreciation to the faculty, his wife
and family for assisting him in
his work.

Scholarships
Awarded To
Adams, Young
Two students, Alvin A. Adams
of Union and Harral Young, Jr.,
of Sumter were recently named
recipients of two scholarships totaling $550. The announcement
was made by D. G. Hughes,
Director of Student Aid and Placement.
Adams, an industrial management major, received the Southern Textile Overseers Association
scholarship valued at $250. While
attending Union High School, he
went to Boy's State, took the
statewide mathematics examination and was voted the most intellectual in his senior class.
Young, a textile manufacturing
major, was the recipient of the
Carolina Yarn Association scholarship valued at $300. He was a
member of the Edmunds High
School football and track teams
and the baseball manager prior
to his graduation in 1957.
This is the first year the Southern Textiles Overseers Association has presented a scholarship
fund to Clemson and the third
year for the Carolina Yarn Association.

By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Writer
"I came to Clemson because
of its lack of girls and not fraternities," quipped Buddy Putman, a native of Gastonia, N. C.
"Actually, a good friend asked
me to consider coming to Clemson, because it was a school in
which one could gain an education without being influenced

ed with school spirit and loyalty to Clemson and its traditions, therefore, would you
say school spirit is dwindling?
"No, we have just as much
loyalty to Clemson as any
other period.
"The only difference is that
before some things were done
at Clemson in the name of
school spirit, but now we know

the faculty? "We have a better
faculty-student relationship than
most schools, but this is no rear
son to be complacent. We are
improving our faculty and our
student body, but there is an
exception to every situation."
Likes Bridge, Dancing
When not engaged in the activities of the Senior Council,
Tau Beta Pi, Slipstick, Sigma
Beta and not studying, Bud**••*•****•••••***• Rho
dy likes to relax by playing
bridge or dancing or going skiing.
We have gone into various problems at Clemson, but what would
I you consider the greatest bad
point about Clemson? "We are
always talking about how Clemson is growing so quickly, but
it seems the administration has
not prepared for this growth.
"We are also talking about
how we should beautify our
campus, but when a football
game comes along we let cars
I park on Bowman field and after
they are through leaving, it looks
about like a field — a freshly
plowed field."
What would you suggest they
do about the parking problem at
football games? "They should
be working on a solution to the
parking problem if we are going
to have big time football here.
When at Rice, we left for the
stadium twenty minutes before
the game, and we covered approximately two miles and were
inside the stadium fourteen
minutes before the game."
Advocates Name Change
If you could change anything
about Clemson, what would you
correct? "We have mentioned
several bad points about Clemson, but if I had the chance to

Campus Character

BUDDY PUTMAN
too greatly by social life."
that riots and apple fights
Buddy, as a member of the
are not representing school
cheering squad, what would you
spirit, but just an outburst
consider the best game you have
of immaturity within some
seen Clemson play? "The Sugar
Clemson students."
Bowl game was tops, but for
Do you think the student body
overall school spirit and play- as a whole is immature? "No,
ing by the team, I would say but at some times they demonBasking as the constable.
last year's North Carolina game
The apparently innocent by- was the best, because Clemson strate thoughtlessness, but this
is found everywhere regardless
stander, typifying the English, was not favored, and both teams of age group. Many people are
is Clarissa's husband, who is played as if they were out to 'too quick to criticize and too
win."
played by Bill McMinn.
slow to praise'."
Other characters who beAs a member of Tiger
What do you think of the stuBrotherhood, you are concerndent and his relationship with
come intangled in the web are
Miss Deake, the gardener,
played by Fran Moody, who is
really from England, and Elgin, the butler, played by Bob
Washington.
The "villain", Oliver Costello
is portrayed by Tom Witherspoon.
Involved more intimately within the web are Sir Roland Delehaye, Clarissa's guardian; Sir
Hugo Birth, a family friend; and
Jeremy Warrender, the young
house guest, played by Marshall
James, Donald Benz and Gil
Parker.
The web also entwines, Pippa,
Clarissa's stepdaughter, who is
played by Suzanne Bond.
"Spider's Web" should offer
an enjoyable and exciting evening of suspense, intrigue and
mystery.

Cast Finishes Full
Week Of Practice

Blach Leather
Gloves
Black Ties and
Socks

Judge Keller

WE HAVE IT!

change anything, I would change
the name of Clemson from Clemson Agricultural College to something that would represent Clemson more fairly to others and to
us.
"It is obvious that our present
name is not representative. For
example, we have definitely
more students in mechanical and
electrical engineering than the
whole agricultural school combined."
Now we have spoken about
several bad points, but what
are some of the good points
you find in Clemson? "Clemson has many good points
and they outweigh the bad
points, but if I were to choose
some I would pick the friendliness or the closeness, as a
family, that is exhibited by
the student body as a whole."
You have been at Clemson for

four years, what would be your
advice to freshmen? "I would tell
them to learn to study now, because it becomes harder to do
so later.
"I would also tell them to build
their principles and seek maturity, because Clemson has a good
enviroment in which he can develop and gain maturity. It is in
this way that Clemson has helped
me."
We have talked about points
of Clemson. but what do you
consider your greatest fault? "I
have many, but if given the
chance to correct one, I believe
that I would like to correct the
'thoughtlessness' attitude I have
sometimes."
Afetr graduating, majoring in
Civil Engineering, Buddy plans
to go into design work and perhaps continue his education with
post graduate work.
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{Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

DIARY OF A COED
MONDAY: Prof. Pomfritt sprang quiz in English lit this
morning. If Shakespeare didn't write Canterbury Tales I'm a
dead duck . . . Lunch at the house—turkey hash. Question:
how can we have turkey hash when we never had turkey? ...
Smoked a Marlboro after lunch. I dig those better makin's
the most! . . . Played bridge with sorors in afternoon. When
game was over, my partner stabbed me several times with
hatpin. Must learn weak club bid . . . Dinner at house—lamb
hash. Question: how can we have lamb hash when we never had
lamb? . . . Smoked a Marlboro after dinner. What filter! What
flavor! What pack or box!... Chapter meeting at night. Motion
made to abolish capital punishment for pledges. Motion defeated ... Smoked more Marlboros. Quellejoie!... And so to bed.
TUESDAY: Faculty tea at the house. Spilled pot of oolong
on Dean of Women. She very surly. Offered her a Marlboro.
Still surly. Offered skin graft. No help . . . Dinner at Kozy
Kampus Kafe—24 hamburgers. But no dessert. Have to watch
waistline . . . And so to bed.
WEDNESDAY: Got our marks in English lit quiz. Lucky
for me Shakespeare wrote Canterbury Tales!... Afternoon date
with Ralph Feldspar. Purely platonic. Ralph wanted to consult me about love trouble he's having with his girl Nymphet
Calloway. I assured him things would get better. Ralph said
he certainly hopes so because last four times he called on
Nymphet, she dumped vacuum cleaner bag on him ... Smoked
several Marlboros. Wonderful cigarette. No eonfusion about
which end to light. Saves loads of time . .. Dinner at house—
bread. That's all; just bread .. . And so to bed.
THURSDAY: Three packages from home—laundry, cookies,
records. So hungry I ate all three ... Quiz in American history.
If Millard Fillmore didn't invent cotton gin, I'm in big trouble
.. . Dinner at house. Big excitement—Nymphet Calloway announced her engagement to Ralph Feldspar. While sorors
flocked around to congratulate Nymphet, I ate everybody's
side meat... Then smoked Marlboro. Oh, what a piece of work
is Marlboro!... And so to bed.

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
Candy — Sodas -- Pennants
«?/##<# frtf&fMO*^

They'll go fast — Come in now?
These most wanted Brewmasters
have been in short supply due
to the tremendous demand.
Now we have them and they're
more beautiful than ever.

Make Our Store Your
Headquarters
Serving Clemson and Clemson
College Students Since
1908

• BOILS WATER IN MINUTES
• REBOILS WATER IN SECONDS
• ELECTRICAL ELEMENTS CONTAINED IN BREWMASTER AND
SEALED FOR SAFETY

DECORATED IN LOVELY MOSS
ROSE & GOLD FLORAL DESIGN
COMPLETE WITH CORD
WILL NOT SCRATCH FURNITURE
IDEAL FOR INSTANT COFFEE, TfA,
COCOA

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

CLEMSON FURNITURE STORE

CLEMSON, S. C.

CLEMSON, S.C.

All Types Sandwiches
And Short Orders

ours

FRIDAY: Got our marks in American history quiz,
shattered to learn that Millard Fillmore did not invent cotton
gin. He wrote Canterbury Tales . . . How very odd!. . . Lunch
at the house—bread hash... Marlboro after lunch. Greatsmoke.
Must send valentine to manufacturers . . . Spent entire afternoon getting dressed for date tonight with Norman Twonkey.
Norman is dall, dark, loaded—a perfect doll! Only thing wrong
is he never tells a girl where he's going to fcke her. So I pat
on a bathing suit, on top of that an evening gown, and on top
ef that a snowsuit. Thus I was ready for a splash party, a dance,
or a toboggan slide ... So what do you think happened? He
entered me in a steeplechase, that's what!... Would have taken
first prize easily if I hadn't pulled up lame in the last furlong
.. . And so to bed.
• is»M.x8biita>»»

Yes, the college life is a busy one and you may be having
trouble choosing the cigarette that's right for you. Here's
a handy guide: For Mter plus flavor—Marlboro. For flavor
without filter—Philip Morris. For Alter plus flavor plus coolness—Alpine ... All made by the sponsors of this column*

Will Be Open 'Til
1:30 A. M. Friday Night
For Homecoming Dance
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Tigs Meet Maryland In Homecoming Saturday
Top Quarterback In Any League

By JOE DEMPSEY
Tiger Co-Sports Editor

Five Tigers On Look All-America List
The honor of being an all-American comes to few
football players during their career. There are so many
good players around the country that it is very difficult
to choose a team that will be completely fair.
Recently the Look Magazine released their 1959
all-America check list and the Clemson Tigers had
five men on it. The Tigers listed included Harvey
White, Lou Cordileone, Doug Cline, Bill Mathis and
Dave Lynn. These five men are to be congratulated
on their fine play in helping the Tigers to their 6-1
record.

Article Suggests Virginia Join Ivy League
An article appeared last week in a Waynesboro, Virginia paper which suggested that the University of Virginia should pull out of the strong Atlantic Coast Conference. The University has won only four games in
the history of the conference, and the paper suggested
they apply for admission to the Ivy League.
It would seem that a school as large as Virginia
should be able to compete in the ACC.
The Virginians really haven't been playing bad football, they have lost many real close games. Last year
they gave conference champion Clemson a real scare
before losing 20-15.
A school can move up and down with amazing speed
in college football. Some sterling examples include
Maryland, Oklahoma and Notre Dame. Virginia's recruiting program of this year will pay off soon and the
Cavaliers should make things more interesting for opponents next year.

Seniors Should Cheer More
Last Saturday against Duke the cheering section
did a commendable job, especially when the Tigers
needed the extra support in their magnificent goal
line stand. The only part of the student section that
did not cheer enthusiastically was the senior section. You seniors are supposed to be the leaders in
these yells so let's get on the stick.

Bowl Picture Is Cloudy
This weekend will feature some important games
around the nation as far as bowl selections go. There are
so many good teams around this year, and a single loss
by a team from here out would mean that team would
probably be dropped from the list of candidates.
Take the SEC for instance, they have four teams,
LSU, Georgia, Tennessee and Ole Miss, that are being
considered as prime bowl teams. The ACC features
only Clemson, which must win all their remaining
games to cinch a big bid. Syracuse tops the eastern independents with Penn State an outside possibility. Wisconsin and Northwestern are neck and neck in their battle for the Rose Bowl. One of these will face Washington from the Pacific Coast because Southern Cal is on
probation. Texas appears set for the host role in the
Cotton Bowl, and Arkansas has also been mentioned as
a possible bowl team. The Big Eight champion is the
host team in the Orange Bowl.
The bowl lineup might look something like this.
Rose Bowl—Northwestern vs. Washington, Sugar Bowl
—Clemson vs. LSU, Cotton Bowl—Texas vs. Syracuse,
Orange Bowl—Missouri vs. Ole Miss and the Gator Bowl
—Penn State vs. Georgia or Georgia Tech. Why pick a
rematch between Clemson and LSU? Simply because
fans have bought Sugar Bowl tickets with the idea that
LSU would be back and the officials don't want to disappoint their fans. The Clemson Tigers are as colorful
a bowl team that has ever appeared in New Orleans and
the merchants like the great following of the Orange
and Purple.
The Tigers are virtually assured of a bid to either
the Sugar, Orange or Cotton Bowl if they can win their
remaining games. Wake Forest poses as the biggest
threat on the schedule.

Article Received About Big Thursday
We received an article last week that was written
by Furman Bisher, sports editor of the Atlanta Journal,
and we want to congratulate him on a fine bit of writing. The article concerned the final Big Thursday game.
Mr. Bisher stated that Big Thursday may have died, but
the game between Clemson and South Carolina would
carry as much color and importance as ever no matter
whether it was played on Thursday, Friday or Saturday.
He suggested that the series be called Big Saturday,
which seems to be a very appropriate name. Thanks for
the fine article!

Basketball Squad Shapes Up
The Clemson basketball team is rapidly rounding
into shape for the strong competition they will face this
year. The ACC is one of the strongest basketball conferences in the country, and the Tigers hope to have a
winning season this year. Right now it's hard to determine a favorite in the conference race, but it would
probably be either North Carolina or North Carolina
State. The Tiger roundballers have such lettermen as
Ed Krajack, George Krajack, Walt Gibbons, Dutch
Shample, Don Carver and Ed Maxwell. Last year's
freshman team produced two promising prospects in
Tom Mahaffey and Choppy Patterson.

YOUR DATE FOR HOMECOMING
DESERVES THE BEST
YOUR BUDGET DEMANDS A BREAK
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Clemson's number one quarterback, Harvey White, shows top
notch form that has made him one of the greatest players ever
to come out of this state. White winds up his last season
this year.

Harvey White Proves
One Of Tigers' Best
By TOM GLENN
Tiger Sports Writer
In the spring and summer of 1956, college coaches
and scouts from all over the South and Southeast were
visiting the town of Greenwood, South Carolina. All
had hopes of signing high school All-American HarveyWhite to a grant-in-aid to their respective schools. However, Clemson won the race and as a result obtained one
of the best quarterbacks ever to play for a South Carolina college.
There were many reasons that
influenced White to enter Clemson and thrown three touchdown
for his older brother was a stu- strikes. Harvey considers the
dent and his brother-in-law had
graduated from Clemson. Also the Big Thursday this year as the
college was close to home and his best of his career at Clemson.
parents were interested in his go- In that game, he completed 8
ing to Clemson.
out of 10 passes, two of them
Harvey's high school record for touchdowns.
speaks for itself for he was
Harvey believes that the Tigers
named to the third team high this season are the best since he
school All - American team, has been at Clemson. "The sucmade All-State two years, play- cess of any team lies in having
ed in the Charlotte Shrine Bowl two equal teams plus several capand the All-American all-star able reserves. If we win the regame in Memphis, Tennessee. maining games, I feel sure that
Clemson will again play in a maAlso during his senior year at jor post season bowl," White
Greenwood High, he was voted commented.
the Player of the Year for
White also said, "The support
South Carolina.
that the student body has given
After leading the Clemson fresh- the team has been wonderful. The
men to a 4-1 season, White im- North Carolina State game is a
mediately stepped into the picture good example of this."
during his sophomore year. Dur- When asked about last year's
ing this season, he had a total Sugar Bowl game in New Orleans
offense of 1,038 yards. Harvey against the L.S.U. Tigers, White
considers the Furman game as replied, "Clemson showed in that
his best that year for he set two game that they can play in the
school records by passing for 258 same league with the best and
yards and throwing three touch- with a couple of breaks could
down passes. As a result of his have beaten the best."
outstanding play that year, White
was named to the All Atlantic White is married to the former
Patricia Driggers and they have
Coast Conference team, the Alldaughter, Debra Lane. He is
State team and the All Atlantic aone
member of the Block "C" Club,
Coast Conference Scholastic team.
Last year White took up where the Tiger Brotherhood, Phi Eta
he left off and sparked the Tigers Sigma and is serving as a co-capto four straight victories before a tain on the football team.
Harvey's
dislocated shoulder in the Big After graduation,
Thursday game forced the Green- plans are uncertain. A pre-Med
wood quarterback to the sidelines. major, he has compiled a cumulaAfter seven games this year, tive grade point ratio of 3.05 and
White has rushed for 410 yards, eventually plans to enter medical
completed 30 out of 58 passes school.

Victory Would Almost Assure Clemson
Of Their Second Straight ACC Title

By JIM STEPP
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson Tigers face a very
fast and colorful opponent in the
Maryland Terrapins Tomorrow at
Death Valley. The Tigs, looking
for another ACC crown, will meet
a fired-up team who gave Navy
a scare last week. The Midshipmen had to come from behind to
defeat the determined Terrapins
22-14. Most of the practice for the
Bengals this week has been on
adjusting the defense for the different formations the Terps will
be using tomorrow.
The Maryland Eleven have a
1-2 record in the ACC and a 2-5
overall standing. Coached by Tom
Nugent, The Terrapins use the I
formation and the spread formation to great advantage. Besides
Nugent, the Terps coaching staff
is composed of assistant coaches
Bill Dovell, Lee Corso, Bernie
Reid, and Charlie Guy.
The 1959 Terrapins have twenty lettermen returning from
last year: three at quarterback,
four at halfback, one fullback,
two centers, four guards, and
two ends. Nugent's biggest job
this season has been to find a
quarterback who can operate
the I and spread formations
properly. At the present time
the Maryland squad has Novak,
Scarbath, Betty, and Henry at
the quarterback slot.
One of the outstanding lineman
for the Terps is senior end Ronald Shaffer. Shaffer is considered
as one of the finest two-way ends
in the ACC. He is noted for his
downfield blocking and last season he tied for pass receiving
with eighteen receptions for 141
yards.
Holding down the other end
slot is junior Vincent Scott. Besides being an excellent receiver,
Scott's main asset is his kicking
ability. Another end who might
see some action in Saturday's
game is Anthony Scotti, a 187
pound junior. Scotti was injured
early in the season, and he is
just now reaching his potential.
Thus far this season the thorn
in the side of Maryland's opponents has been senior tackle
Kurt Schwarz. Schwarz, a 205
pounder, has exceptional ability, both offensively and defensively. Although he is a regular in the left tackle slot, Schwarz can play guard equally
well if called on to do so. In

the other end position is Joe
Gardi, a 209 pound senior. One
of the fastest men on the team,
Gardi is very outstanding of offense.
Although the Terps do not carry too much weight in the guard
position, they have two seniors
who make up in speed what they
don't have in weight. Tom Gunderman is considered one of the
best football players to play at
Maryland in many years. Before
the start of the season Gunderman was being recognized as one
of the best guards in the nation
for this fall.
So far this season the Terps'
star guard has lived up to expectations. The other starting guard
will be Bill Lazaro, a 186 pound
senior. Lozaro is noted for his superior defense ability. Pete Boinis, a junior, and two sophomores,
Tom Laird, and Tom Brumel,
round out the remainder of the
varsity guards.
In the center department, the
Maryland Eleven have two fine
prospects in Victor Schwartz
and Leroy Dietrick. Both boys
have been battling all season
for the starting position, but the
playing time has been just about
evenly split. Schwartz, a 181
pound senior, has been the big
gun on the offense formations.
He is noted for his ability to
take out his man regardless of
his size or speed.
Dietrich, on the other hand,
plays his best ball on defesse.
Either one of these aggressive
centers could get the nod for the
starting position against the Bengals. Backing up Schwartz and
Dietrich will be sophomores Bob
Hacker and John Reilly, both of
whom are very tough competitors.
The competition for the quarterback slot has been a constant
battle between five able players.
One of the returning lettermen,
Dick Scarbath has shown great
passing ability so far this season.
Last season Scarbath hit on 27 of
59 passes for 365 yards and one
touchdown. He is a fine short
passer and one of the hardest
men on the team to bring down
after he gets his speed up.
Sophomore quarterback Dick
Novak is a terrific triple-threat
type player. Novak can run,
pass, kick, call a fine sequence
of plays, play defense and all
with excellence. He will be one
of the men to watch when the

Terps clash with the Tigs tomorrow. Another sophomore,
Don Henry, has shown considerable improvement since the
start of the season and he is
expected to see more action in
Maryland's remaining games.
Dale Betty is another of the returning lettermen who has been
doing a fine job for the Terps offensive tries. Betty is a very agile
runner and he is also a dangerous man on pass interceptions

and punt returns. Dwayne Fletcher and Don Henry are old high
school teammates who have been
doing outstanding jobs in the
quarterback position.
In senior Rodney Breedlove,
Maryland has one of the best
halfbacks in the conference.
Breedlove was rionored as AllAmerica and All-Conference in
his sophomore and junior year
at the guard position. He tied
(Continued on Page 6)

Mathis And Cline Lead Tigers In
Most Statistics After Duke Game
Seniors Bill Mathis and Doug Cline are both high in
most statistical phases after six games. Mathis is leading in scoring, having scored eight touchdowns for 52
points. Trailing Mathis is Barnes, the right end from
Fairfax, Alabama, with two touchdowns for 14 points.
Both Bost and Usry have scored twice for 12 points.
In total offense, White leads the
~
Bengals with 24 yards rushing punts. Mathis is second with a
and 386 passing, for a total of 410. 34.8 average for 20* punts and
Shingler is second in total offense Shingler is third. Overall, Clemwith 45 rushing, 253 passing, for son maintains 35.3 average and
a total of 298. Pushing Shingler the opponents a 30.0.
hard for this position are Mathis TJsry leads in punt returns with
with 259 and Cline with 221 yards. 136 yards with Morgan and MathMathis again steps into the is second and third. Morgan has
limelight by taking first place an 8.5 average and 68 yards while
in rushing with 259 yards in 60 Mathis maintains a 10.4 average
attempts for an average of 4.3. for 52 yards. Overall, Clemson has
Close behind is Doug Cline, the returned 32 punts for 326 yards
powerful fullback, with 221 while our opponents have returnyards in 56 tries for a 3.9 av- ed 19 for 189.
erage.
Mathis leads in kickoff returns
White and Shingler hold an with a total of 202 yards and a
oligopoly on passing, White lead- 40.4 average. TJsry and White
ing with 386 yards gained out of run second and third. Overall,
58 attempts, 30 completed. Shing- Clemson has returned 14 kickoffs
ler completed 14 out of 35 for 253 for a 26.5 average with our opyards. White has a .517 average ponents returning 26 for a 20.8 avwhile Shingler maintains a .400. erage.
Mathis leads the Tigers on re- Clemson has racked up 6 interceiving by snagging 9 for 150 ceptions for 152 yards and two
yards and 2 touchdowns. TJsry touchdowns. The opponents have
and Anderson trail closely with intercepted five for 44 yards.
seven completions. Clemson has
The Bengals have accumulatgained 658 yards passing while ed 96 first downs compared to
the opponents gained 494.
73 by their opponents. Clemson
Cline leads in punting with a has been penalized 263 yards
35.7 yard average out of 9
(Continued on Page 6)

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"

Never
too strong.

Never
too weak.

WELCOME CLEMSON STUDENTS
TRY OUR

Steak House Special

You can light either end!

Western Steak

Get satisfying flavor...so friendly to your taste!

French Fried Potatoes
Cole Slaw and Sliced Tomatoes

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine, richtasting tobacco travels and gentles the smoke»
makes ft mild—but does not filter out
that satisfying flavor!

with French Dressing
Hot Grits and Butter
Desert: Home Made Pie with Whipped Cream
Drink

FOR ONLY —$1.10
Or You May Have The Above with
HAMBURGER STEAK For Only

95c

Eat The Best For Less At

We'll give you both

SEIGLER'S STEAK HOUSE

HOLLY HILL INN

Main St., Walhalla, S. C, Highway 28

ON THE CLEMSON CLOVE RLE AF

Mountain Rd., 18 Miles from Clemson

HERE'S WHY SMOKE 'TRAVELED* THROUGH FINE TOBACCO TASTES BEST

Outstanding..,
and they are Mild!

1

Xou get Pall Mall's
famous length of the
finest tobaccos
money can buy.
C&IC»

2

Pall Mall's famous
length travels and
gentles the smoke
naturally.,.

3

Travels it over, under,
around and through
Pall Mall's fine tobaccos
...and makes it mild!

f*»fef<jf tWt^WU^SWV^^Be^^^i^^l^^iee^'sovrmiV^cnani*
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Bill Mathis Skirts Right End

s»

m

M

Tiger halfback Bill Mathis turns on the steam to pick up
good yardage around Duke's right end. Mathis gained 49
yards during the game. (Tiger sports photo by Bill Johnson.)

Tigers Are Compared
To Other ACC Teams
The defending A..C. C. Champions of Tiger Town are still in
first place in the A. C. C, and a
look over the conference shows
part of the reason why.
The Bengals have their two top
team quarterbacks in the top eleven men in the conference. Harvey White, leader of the first
team, is sixth in the conference
completing thirty of fifty-eight attempts through the air for 386
yards. Harvey is the only man
in the conference who has not
had a pass intercepted, and he
has made three of his passes
good for touchdowns.
The other member of the Tiger squad who remains in top
contention is the number two
team quarterback, Lowndes
Shingler. He has marked up 253
yards out of fourteen passes
completed, and he is tied with
Novak of Maryland for second
place in the conference for
TD's by passes with four.
North Carolina lays claim to
the head arm man in the field
In its Jack Cummings who has
completed fifty-four passes for 680
yards. Snead of Wake Forest, in
the meantime has gained the
most yar :..Te by air in the A. C.
C. with 718 yards. Fischer and
Dempsey both of Virginia round
out the top four passers of the
conference.
Bill Mathis, of the Tiger back
field, is the only man from
Clemson to remain in the rushing
tallies for the Bengals. Bill is
eight in the group with 259 yards,
but it must be remembered at
this point the Tigers have played
one game less than most of
the other teams and when the end
results of the season are tabulated the Tiger team will have its
share in the conference leaders.
Arrington of the Blue Devils,
Duke, is the number one
rushing man in the A. C. C; he
has gained a total of 372 yards
through the line and has an average of 5.2 yards per carry.
Robinson of the Forest team has
the top yards per carry average of 5.3. Lavoie of the Birds
is second, and he trails the
leader by only nine yards with
361 yards for the season.
White is fourth in the conference in total offense with 410
yards in only eighty-five plays.
Snead of the Demon Deacons
from the Forest team is the top
man in the A. C. C. with 726
yards, and Cummings of U. N.
C. is hot on his trail with 714
yards thus far this season.
The Tigers biggest threat this
year is its rushing department,
and it is here that they are third
in the conference. The Tigers
have gained a total of 1136 yards
on the ground for this part of the
season and have an average of
1S2.3 yards per game. The Birds
of U. S. C. are leading the A. C.
C. on the ground with 1552 yards
in its seven games. Wake Forest,
who we take on next Saturday, is
second in the conference with
1198 yards.
The passing offense is the Tigers' sorriest showing, and here
they are fifth in the conference
with a total of 658 yards through
the air lanes. North Carolina
leads the A. C.C. in air passage
with 917 yards, but the Cavaliers
of Virginia have the most completions with ninety out of 175
attempts.
The Bengals from the mountains round out the top four in
the A. C. C.'s total offense with
1822 yards in its seven games,
and the head team is the Clemson opponent, for next week, Wake
Forest, who has gotten 1978 yards
on the ground and through the
air in its seven games. North and
South Carolina round out the rest
of the top four.
It is interesting to note the
Turtles of Maryland are right
on the heels of the Clemson
Tigers in all of the aspects of
offense. In rushing the Bengals
hold only a three yard lead over
the Terrapins. There is only a
fifteen yard seperation between
the two rivials which take the
field in Death Valley tomorrow
in the passing offense. This
gives the Tigers a total of eighteen yards over the Maryland
teams.
The Tigers as a whole team
are the most impressive in
defense where they are second in
pass and rushing and first in total defense. The mountain Bengals are second behind the Dea
cons In pass defense allowing
only 86.3 yards to be made against

them through the airways, while
the Wake Forest team has allowed only 58 yards.
The Bengals trail the Birds of
Carolina in rushing defense having permitted only 107.6 to be
made against them on the
ground, but the Gamecocks have
allowed only a remarkable 89.7
yards per game to be made
against them. In seven games
each the U. S. C. and Clemson
teams have allowed a total of
only 1381 yards to be made
against them.
Clemson's Tigers are the
number one team in the A. C.C.
in total defense; they have allowed only 1247 yards to be
made against them on the
ground and through the air
lanes. Duke has the next closest average having allowed
only 234 yards to be made
against them per game.
After looking at the Tigers'
tight defense it is easy to see
why they remain the top team
in the A. C. C. As long as the
Bengals can keep their adversaries from gaining too much
ground, they will remain the number one team in the A.C.C. and
in the eyes of their numerous
fans.

Tigers Defeat Stubborn Duke 6-0;
Move Closer To Possible Bowl Bid
By JIMMY MILLER
Tiger Sports Writer
Atlantic Coast Conference leader, the Clemson Tigers, took a
close 6-0 win over a strong Duke
eleven last week in Death Valley
to move a step closer to another
bowl bid and their second straight
ACC title. It was Clemson's fourth
straight shutout against their opponents, and their first win ever
over the powerful Blue Devils.
The combination of Shingler to
Bost again brought the Tiger
squad through as Ed Bost took
a pass from Shingler in the end
zone, with only seconds remaining
in the first half. A Duke defender
fell on Bost, but the injured end
held tight on the ball, to give
Clemson their 6-0 win.
Shingler was about to try the
extra point when a bad snap to'
placement holder Bob Morgan
arrived from the center, and instead of kicking, Lowndes grabbed the ball from the turf and
sped toward the goal line, only
to come a yard short of the two
point conversion.
The second time the Tigers had
the ball in the opening minutes of
the game, they drove down to the
Duke five, only to be short a yard
of having a first down. On the
fourth down from the eleven,
quarterback Harvey White connected with a pass, but not enough
for the important first down.
Tiger fans sat tensely from the
failing attempt of Clemson in
the first drive but the Devils
couldn't move the ball throughout
the first half, and most of the
second half. Bengal fans began to
cheer again, as the Tigers kept
in the game, penetrating into
Duke territory during the whole
first half.
Many of the Clemson fans
thought the first half was as good
as over until Tackle Ronnie Osborne bounced on a Duke fumble
on the Blue Devil's 45 with only
1:46 seconds remaining. New life
captured the Tiger fans, and the
cry of "Go, Go" sounded throughout the Stadium. Shingler's Raider's then began their drive toward paydirt.
Smartly analizing the situa-

tion, Lowndes kept many of
the fans in confusion as well
as the opposition, ignoring the
clock and running halfback
Harold Smith three straight
times. Smith tore through the
strong Duke defense as he
moved the ball to the 30.
From here, looking at the clock,

Shingler knew that 26 seconds
would probably be enough time
to throw three passes, and the
one play aerial attack began.
The Clemson supporters watched the halftime festivities, with
many of them expecting the Tigers to come out in the second half
and claw the Blue Duke's to
pieces. Few Tiger backers knew

Football Progresses

Intramural Track
To Begin Thursday
The Intramural track meet will be next Thursday,
November 19, on the practice field. Last year only
thirty-six boys went out for the event. Since this will
be individual competition there will be no teams for
this meet.
Trophies will be given in the
880 and 440 yard runs, the 220 field.
and 100 yard dashes, high jumps,
The intramural basketball combroad jump, discus and the shot petition will begin before the
putt. The varsity track members Christmas vacation. Teams for
will not be eligible for competi- this section of the student sports
tion in any of these events, but should be turned in between Nothey will be in charge of running vember 30 and December 7. The
the events on the field. These season last year proved to be
sports are of vital interest to all very fruitful with a total of fortyClemson men and there should be eight teams in competition, but
good competition in them.
this year Coach Wilhelm hopes
On the following Tuesday the for better than sixty teams to
intramural cross country meet show up.
will be held. The only requirement As it was last year the team
for this event is that each man which has the best record out of
go by Dr.,Hair's office to get a each league will enter a single
physical to make sure that his elimination round. The Bandits
heart will be able to stand the were the number one team in the
final rounds last year.
strain.
The course will start on the
Moving along real well this year
regular track and proceed down is the student participation in
by the laundry, turn right on football. After last Monday's play
Williamson Drive, pass Death there were four undefeated teams
Valley, turn at the Field House, out of the eighteen teams in the
and back on the track to finish league. The Low Staters of the
the mile and a half run. A five Purple, C-7 from Orange, Sour
dollar meal ticket and trophy Grapes were winners from the
will be given the winner of Blue, and ED-4 of the White leathis event, and Coach Wilhelm gue rounded out the teams which
urges anyone planning on try- won.
ing the run to at least take
Having won thirteen games
some practice runs on the
(Continued on Page 6)

Governettes Perform At Duke Game

TALLY FOR WE PICK 'EM
LAST WEEK
Costas
.
_ 14-18
Dempsey ,
__
_ _ 13-18
Burns
- 13-18
Miller
_ 12-18
Anderson
11-18
Stepp 1_
__
_ _ 11-18
Pighead _ _
_ 10-18
TOTAL
Miller
,
98-131
Dempsey
_ 97-131
Burns __,
94-131
Stepp
94-131
Anderson
91-131
Costas
,
53-74
Stephens
.
43-58
Pighead
.
54-131
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that Duke was planning to play a
better game under the pressure of
being behind. When the Devils returned, it looked as though they
had just begun the game, with
the score reading 0-0.
Clemson and Duke swayed back
and forth around the midfield
strip for a small portion of the
second half. It was then that the
Shingler's "slow team" again
turned into the "Go" team, finding gaps in the Duke defense and
driving the ball down to the Duke
three for a first and goal situation.
There the brilliant Mike McGee, Duke's All-American
guard, showed his defensive
ability. Trying to run the ball
through the middle of the Duke
line Mike McGee proved to
be the deciding factor on the
Tigers not scoring. McGee led
the Devils In this defensive
stand that found Clemson a
yard short of the goal line.
It was the Blue Devils turn to
move the ball, and the Clemson
fans began to cross their fingers.
Duke had the cheering
Tiger
fans quiet in their seats until the
Devil's drive fell short at the
Clemson twelve.
Again the Tiger fans were revived, as only a few minutes remained on the clock. On second
down the ball slipped from
Smith's hand, and Duke back Bunny Bell fell on top of the loose
pigskin. The Duke drive thwarted
at the Tiger's fifteen, and no other
threats marred the game, as the
clock soon ran out.
The play that proved to be the
best was just installed in the
Tiger's offensive the
previous
Thursday. It was adapted from
the old single wing.
Leading the Bengals to the all
important conference were several Tiger standouts. Halfback
Doug Daigneault, running his
second straight game on offenseagain turned in a fine performance. Tackle Ronnie Osborne
made one of his best showings
to date and the first team trio
of Usry, Cline, and Mathis sinned.
The Blue Devils were unable to
get out of their own territory until
late in the fourth quarter. This
was one of the surprises of the
game, as Clemson repeatedly
threatened the Dukes. The week
before, the Blueboys held Georgia
Tech to a mere 54 yards on the
ground, and went on to defeat the
Yellow Jackets 10-7.
The victory was Clemson's fifth
ACC win without a defeat, and
led the Tigers closer to their third
straight conference title in the
past four years. Clemson's overall record stands at six wins and
one loss. The loss came at the
hands of Georgia Tech, the team
the Devils beat some two weeks
ago.

Usry Stops A Devil Halfback

Clemson's Pogo Usry makes a good stop of Duke halfback
Danny Lee on a punt return during the first quarter of the
6-0 Tiger victory. (Tiger sports photo by Bill Johnson.)

Cubs Beat State In
Season's Last Game
The Clemson' College Cubs roared back last week-1
end from a defeat at the hands of the Georgia Tech Babyl
Yellow Jackets beating the North Carolina State Wolfets|
28-14 in Raleigh.
The
Baby
Bengals were
spearheaded
by the
hard yards, and 39 yards respectively.
running of fullback Bill McGuirt Bill seems to thrive on the rough!
and the spectacular passing oi and tumble plays that carry himj
Greenville quarterback Joe An- through the line.
Anderson was hitting his targets I
derson. Both men played equally well during the whole game. quite accurately Friday, for be-|
McGuirt scored three of Clem- sides his other passes he connected for both of the Cubs two point I
son's four touchdowns. The TD's
extra points. This proves Joel
were on runs of two yards, three
(Continued on Page 6)

A CAREER IN:

Production, Design, Development
Research, Sales
DEGREES WANTED
B. S. or M. S. in Chemical Engineer
Mechanical Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, Industrial Engineering,
Industrial Management
FMC representative will visit campus for
interviews November 16, 1959
FOOD MACHINERY & CHEMICAL CORPORATION*
*Winner of Chemical Week Magazine's First Kirkpatrick Award for Management Achievement

A Campus-to-Career Case History
The "Governettes", a highly talented group of girls from Austin Peay State College of Clarksville, Tenn., performed in Tiger Town last week during halftime of the Duke game. (Tiger
Sports Photo by Bill Johnson.)
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12" LP V1NYI
RCA Custom
Record

ICE ROY
CIGARETTES!
The Greatest Jazz
Album in Years!

A LISTENING
MAN'S RECORD
(A listening Woman's
Record, too)—
brought to you

exclusively
by VICEROY—the
Cigarette with A
THINKING MAN'S
FILTER...A SMOKING
MAN'S TASTEI

L00KI
10 GREAT JAZZ NUMBERS
Martians' Lullaby

March Of The Toys

Royal Garden Blues

Just A Mood

Shine On Harvest Moon
Erroll's Bounce

St. James Infirmary

Ciribiribin

Tin Roof Blues

When The Saints Go Marching In

PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE
ARTISTS
Benny Goodman
Erroll Garner

Louis Armstrong

Shorty Rogers

Jonah Jones

Duke Ellington

Ben Webster

Red Norvo

Bob Scobey

Buck Clayton

Vic Dickenson
Rex Stewart
Dukes of Dixieland

Campus
Fesfival
SPECIALLY PRESSED RCA CUSTOM RECORD

Featuring Top Favorite Jazz Instrumentalists
—winners in a national popularity survey of American
College and University Students! Yours at a special
low price—with the compliments of VICEROY—the
cigarette that gives you the best filtering of all for
full rich taste. "A Thinking Man's Filter . ..
A Smoking Man's Taste."

fours /or 0/?fr
and 2 empty packages of VICEROY Cigarettes

"I found I could be an engineer
—and a businessman, too"
William M. Stiffler majored in mechanical engineering at Penn State University
—but he also liked economics. "I wanted
to apply engineering and economics in
business," he says, "and have some administrative responsibilities."

technical aspects," he says. "The greatest challenge lies in finding the best solution to each problem in terms of costs,
present and future needs, and new technological developments.

Bill got his B.S. degree in June, 1956,
and went to work with the Bell Telephone
Company of Pennsylvania at Harrisburg.
During his first two years, he gained onthe-job experience in all departments of
the company. Since June, 1958, he's been
working on transmission engineering
projects.

"Another thing I like is that I get full
j ob-responsibility. For example, I recently
completed plans for carrier systems between Scranton and four other communities which will bring Direct Distance
Dialing to customers there. The transmission phase of the project involved
almost a half-million dollars—and it wai
,'my baby' from terminal to terminaL

Today, Bill is getting the blend of engineering and practical business-engineering he wanted. "The economic aspects of
each project are just as important as the

"Telephone engineering has everything
you could ask for—training, interesting
and varied work, responsibility, and real
management opportunities."

Bill Stiffler and many college men like him have found interesting careers with the Bell Telephone Companies. There
may be a real opportunity for you, too. Be sure to talk with
the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus—and read
the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office.

BELL
TELEPHONE
COMPANIES
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Football Managers Play Big Role

Cross Country Team
Prepares For Meets
This year's Cross-country track
I team is captioned by the only returning letterman, John Dunkleberg. The other members of the
team are Jim Moorhead, Quincey
Newman, Nick Dobey, Howard
James, Saddy Stover, Bob Ervin,
land John Mathis.
Ervin and Mathis are out with
I pulled muscles but it is hoped
I that they will be ready for the
I state meet Nov. 21 in Greenville
I on the Furman campus. This
I meet will be a battle between
I Clemson and Furman with Clem|son coming out on top.
The ACC meet will be Monday at Durham, N. C. At the
conference meet the first five
men will be given a first place
medal, the second five a second place medal, third five a
third place medal, and the
fourth group of five will receive fourth place medals.
Thus far in the season, Clemson
has had six meets. The first meet
on Oct. 2 with U. N. C. was lost
24-34 with Clemson's Moorhead
coming in first. Clemson should
beat TJ. N. C. in conference meet
because Clemson has improved
land XI. N. C. lost their best man,

Furman on Nov. 3 by one point,
28-29. The Tiger's last meet was
with Wake Forest, whom Clemson beat 30-29, and Carolina,
whom Clemson beat 60-29.
The outlook for next year is
looking bright. The trackmen of
this year will have experience
and their ranks will be bolstered by some promising upcoming
freshmen.

INTRAMURAL
(Continued from Page 5)
straight over the past two years
ED-4 appears to be the strongest team, but the rest of the
teams have to be encountered
before a champion can be declared. Gene Redding, Dave
Sprouse, and Jim Wells are
some of the top men for ED-4.
As things are shaping up now
it appears that the finals will
come after Thanksgiving holidays,
because there will be no more
games played at night. Coach
Wilhelm haa announced that the
intramural referees will pick an
all-intramural football team at the
end of the season.

jiipert.

The next meet, with Georgia
I Tech on Oct. 13, was lost by
two points 29-27. On Oct. 24
Clemson had a three way meet
with N. C. State and U. S. C.
Clemson lost to N. C. State,
who they should also beat in
the conference meet but the Tij gers upheld the tradition by
beating Carolina over Big ThursI day holidays.
Moorhead, who is Clemson's big
liope in the conference, had his
best time against undefeated Duke
Jet. 30 when he ran the 3.8 mile
course in 17:49. On the same day
Ilemson defeated Virginia.
The main runners for Duke are
Vessenger and Norse who have
Laken first and second place in
bach Duke meet and will be vying
for top honors in the conference
neet. Clemson lost their meet to

TIGS MEET

(Continued from Page 4)
I for the conference interception
lead while picking off five and
batting numerous others. Breedlove is a vicious Mocker and a
fine pair of hands makes him
I a top pass receiving threat. Ev[erett Cloud, Jim Davidson, Bob
1 Gallagher, and Don Van ReeI nan are the other capable halftracks who will probably see acliion tomorrow.
In the fullback position the
Terps have two hard hitting playfers in senior Jim Joyce and sophf-more Ken Houser. Both of these
pfoys are hard runners, have renendous power and they also ex|iel on blocking.
This game could very well mean
Ihe ACC title for the Bengals if
Ihey defeat the Maryland Terrapins. If Duke takes Wake Forest
paturday and things go as planled in Death Valley, then the
Clemson Tigers will be the ACC
bhampions.

MATHIS
(Continued from Page 4)
while their adversaries have
totaled 491 yards on 48 penalties.
A particularly bright spot in the
statistics is the fumble talley.
Clemson has fumbled 15 times,
but only lost six of them, whereas the unlucky opponents have
fumbled 17 times and lost 15.
Asked what he thought of this record, Coach Howard nonchalantly
growled, "What happened to those
other two?"
The Tigers overall scoring record has been particularly amiable, since they have scored 148
points in 6 games while yielding
only 34. The last four games have
been shutouts, a tribute to the
powerful defense of the Tigers
that was so evident in last week's
Duke game.

CUBS
(Continued from Page 5)
more than capable to call plays
either for the air or on the
ground.
The line for the Baby Bengals
held tightly all afternoon Friday,
holding the Wolflets' to small
yardage on the ground. The backfield also did a good job of sustaining the opponents areial attack.
Among other fine offensive
backfield men that made standout
plays, were halfbacks Kim Gabrels and Mac Matthews. Each
one caught a point after touchdown pass from Joe Anderson.
It was both teams last game of
the season. The Baby Tigs ended
tb3 season with a 4 - 1 record.
Among their defeated foes were
Wake Forest, Georgia, The University of South Carolina, and
North Carolina State. Their only
loss was to Georgia Tech.

Unsung Hero, The Football Manager, Plays
Important Role In Service On The Gridiron
By MIKE COSTAS
Tiger Sports Writer

Who are those four fellows who
run all over the field during a
Clemson football game? Well,
those are the men who keep the
team going and keep all of its
equipment in proper order.
When a fellow first becomes a
manager he has to serve at least
one year of apprenticeship as a
freshman manager, and then he
becomes a varsity manager his
second year. Usually there are
two head varsity care-takers who
make all of the trips with the
varsity, and the other two members of the varsity managers are
usually the head freshmen managers, and they travel with the
Cubs.
The head manager this year
is Robert S. Fant, Jr., who is
from near-by Anderson. "Bobby," as he is better known,
first began to look after football players when he was in
the ninth grade. This year
marks his eighth year as a
manager — four of them having been with the Tigers of
Clemson College. Bobby says
he became a manager when he
realized his love for the game,
and that he "was too little to
Play."
The Clemson Tiger football managers take a break before the
In 1956 he served with the Cubs
Duke game. Standing left to right are Sam Floyd and Mark and was the first manager to reJones; kneeling left to right are Bobby Fant and Dave Jeter. port by two or three days ahead
(Tiger sports photo by Bill Johnson.)
of the other head manager of this
year. That year he went to the
Orange Bowl at Miami to see the
Howard Gives View
Buffaloes of Colorado squeak by
the Tigers with a final of 26-21.
In '57 he was with the varsity,
but he did not get to make any
of the road trips with them, in
1958 he was second in command
and went to the Sugar Bowl to
The Bengals from the foothills of the Blue Ridge see the Mountain and Bayou Tigers grapple it out in a 7-0 loss for
Mountains, aside from leading the Atlantic Coast Con- Clemson. "When we go back to
ference, has tied a conference record South Carolina, in the Sugar Bowl this year, I hope
1956, set a record with whitewashes of Duke, N. C, we get a rematch with L.S.U.,
Maryland, and Wake Forest. Clemson has as of now because we want to show them
that we can rip them better than
amassed five shutout victories, four of them being in Tennessee did this past week,"
says Bobby about the Tigers' bowl
the ACC.
hopes.
The growling man-eaters will
have two more chances to break though it's always nice to hold
This is Fant's last year at
this mark when they meet Mary- a team scoreless.
Clemson, and while here he has
land and Wake Forest. The Tig- Howard referred to the ends, been majoring in Forestry and is
ers have only had 34 points scor- Barnes, Anderson, King, Bost, a member of the Block "C" Club,
ed on them—sixteen by Georgia and Crolley; the tackles Cordil- and secretary for the Forestry
Tech and eighteen by University eone, Olson, King, and Osborne Club. His parents are Mr. and
of North Carolina.
as having made life anything but Mrs. R. S. Fant, who own a camThis gives the Tigers a defen- easy for the foes of the striped era shop in Anderson. Last sumsive scoring average of 4.9 points Clemsonites.
mer Bobby worked out in Wyoa game. Maryland set the Con- Guards Lynn, Crout, Olson, ming with the United States Forference record of 31.1 in 1953. In and West, and centers Snyder estry Service, and he is planning
the remaining three games, the and Andreo just don't believe in to go into that type of work when
Bengals have their chance to giving any ground to the adver- he finishes this year.
better this. Maryland's squad saries.
The fellow who reported to
held foes scoreless on six occas- Howard drawls, "We like to Coach Howard three days after
ions. One more and the Tigers play good old hard nose football. Bobby in 1956 was David G.
will have tied this shutout mile- You can get as fancy as you Jeter, Jr. of the Capital City of
stone.
want to—and we have tried it
Coach Howard states, "When on occasion—but when you
you don't allow a team to cross come right down to it, just plain
your goal line, it's a pretty old blocking and tackling are
good days work regardless of still the two most important
what league you're in. I think things in football. I want my
our boys have risen to the boys to have fun playing footoccasion in fine style, but ball, but when that whistle toots
we're interested more in win- on Saturday, I want it on a
ning games than shutouts, al- strictly business basis.

plemson over Maryland
)uke over Wake Forest
■ Oklahoma over Army
rXG over Virginia
JCLA over NC State
Miami over XJSC
31e Miss, over Tenn.
rulane over Vandy
V-Pi over West Virginia
Arkansas over SMU
['twas A & M over Rice
I.SU over Miss. State
la. Tech over Alabama
Auburn over Georgia
Purdue over Minnesota
kotre Dame over Pitt.
kichmond over Furman
|Yashii>gton over Cal.
k'orthwestern over Mich.
IVisconsin over Illinois

school after he serves his time
in the Army. He is a platoon
leader in Military Science this
year. If possible, he wants to do
research work with some company after his education is completed.
The head freshman manager,
who is with the varsity this
year, is Samuel W. Floyd of
Greenville. This is Sam's second year at Clemson, and his
chosen major is Industrial Management. Last year he served
his apprenticeship as a freshmen manager, and this year he
is the head manager for the
Baby Bengals.
This year he has gone with the
varsity to see them take on the
Wrecks of Tech and the Birds of
Carolina. "I think that this year's
team is as good as any that
Clemson has ever had, and I believe that the games with South
Carolina and Duke were the best
all out efforts put out by the
team," was Sam's reply when
asked how he felt about ' this
year's team.
His mother Mrs. Ernestine
Floyd is a county public health
nurse for Greenville. He has an
older brother who went to Furman, but he is now working with
a credit company in Greenwood.
Rounding out the managing
staff for the Tigers is Mark W.

Jones, also of Greenville. He is
a sophomore majoring in Civil
Engineering, and he was with
the Cubs last year, too. This
year he and Sam are the two
head Cub managers, but they
help the varsity managers when
needed.
"Unless something like the
whole team getting sick happens,
we should be able to go the rest
of the way this season without
losing another game," said Mark
when asked how he felt about the
Tigers of this year. He feels that
it is the best team that the Tigers have produced since he has
been following them.
His father Dr. S. H. Jones is
the editor of the Baptist Courier, and he has a brother who is
a medical doctor in Atlanta. One
of his two sisters married Wilbur Simmons, who ran track for
Clemson for the past two years.
These are the men whose only satisfaction and glory is a
job well done, and although
many can not see it, they help
the Tigers run as an efficient
unit. If the rest of the fans of
the Mountain Bengals backed
the team with the fervecy
such as these four men have
Tigers could go the rest of the
season without another loss.

TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY
ANDERSON -- GREENWOOD
(Under Appointment from Pepsi-Cola, New York)

"New 1960 KM brings you taste...more taste...

More taste by far...
et low in tar!
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ANDERSON

MILLER

STEPP

Clemson
Duke
Oklahoma

Clemson

Clemson

UNC
UCLA
Miami
Ole Miss.
Vandy
VPI
SMU
Rice
I.SU
Ga. Tech
Auburn
Purdue
Notre Dame
Richmond .
Washington
N'western

UNC
UCLA
Miami
Tenn.
Tulane
VPI
Arkansas

Duke
Oklahoma
UNC
UCLA
Miami
Ole Miss.
Vandy
VPI
Arkansas

Clemson
Duke
Oklahoma

Clemson

Duke
Army

LSU
Ga. Tech
Georgia
Purdue
Notre Dame
Furman
Washington
Vwestern
Wisconsin

South Carolina. While in high
school Dave played football and
was an All - City Center. He
came to Clemson to major in
Electrical Engineering, and he
is now one of the top seniors in
his course this year.
Dave was a freshmen manager
for two years, and last year he
became one for the Varsity Tigers. "I like to be around football,
so since I could not play, I decided to become a manager,"
was Dave's reply when asked
why he became a manager. This
year Dave and Bobby are the
two top managers for the Bengals.
Some of the campus organizations to which Dave belongs are
Phi Eta Sigma, honorary fraternity for freshmen; Phi Kappa Phi,
a senior and junior honorary fraternity; Tau Beta Pi, an engineering honorary fraternity; and
A.I.E.E., for electrical engineers.
He is a member of the Senior
Council and office manager for
the Slipstick.
His parents are Mr. and Mrs.
D. G. Jeter, and Mr. Jeter is a
mechanical engineer for South
Carolina Electric and Gas Company, with which Dave has worked in the summer. He has one
sister Essa Glenn, who is now a
senior in high school.
Dave plans to enter graduate

Strong Tiger Defense lies ACC
Record For Several Shutout Wins
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Miami
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Miami
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Duke
Oklahoma
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LSU
Ga. Tech
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Purdue
Notre Dame
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Washington
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Wisconsin

Wake Forest
Oklahoma
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N. C. State
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.Win At Bridge (Without Peeking)
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Taps Names New Junior Staff Members

Opening Discard Proves Decisive
Factor For Grand Slam Completion

Gov. Hollings' Address Siresses
Importance Of Research Center

.

Solution to Bridge Hand—Nov. 6
Wsa the first club trick with the Ace of Clubs in North.
South must discard a low heart (if you fall into the trap of
shortening your diamonds, you're a blown cookie.) Play the
Ace and King of Spades; East follows both times and West can
afford to ditch one club. Next trump a low club in South hand.
The situation now is:
NORTH
S
H A-3-2
D A-3-2
C A-4-3

s

WEST

EAST
S
H
D
C

H K-J-9
D K-J-9
C J-10-9

Q-10-8-7
Q-10-8-7-6

SOUTH
S 9-8-7-6-5
H 6-5
D 5-4
C
.

Now lead trumps, discarding the same suit as West. (Note—
West cannot afford to release another Club, since the dummy
L has two entries and can establish a long Club.) Here is where
the timing pays off. As soon as West reduces his hand to a
singleton Heart or Diamond, South must then lead that suit;
otherwise the dummy is squeezed. One possibility is shown New members of Taps junior staff are front row, (left to right) Andy Dowlhig, Tom Norton,
Calvin Kinard and Jerry Kline; Second row, Bob Shaw, Jerry Lominack, Winston Fowler,
below:
Bobby Vickery and Randy Geddings; back row, Tommy Roche, John Timmerman, Mike
NORTH
Britt and Temple Roane, (Tiger photo by Robert Gaskins.)
S
H A-3
D A
-; t;.::}.-..::■
Disc-Din
C A-4-3
EAST
WEST

s

S
H
D
C

H K-J
D K
C J-10-9

Q-10-8
Q-10-8

SOUTH
S 9-8
H 6-5
D 6-5
C
..

South now leads a Diamond to the lone ace. North then
plays the C-H, South discarding a heart. South then trumps a
low club. During all of this East begins to feel the pinch. The
situation now is:
NORTH
S
H A- ■3
D
C 3

-J—

WEST
S ....
H K-J
D
C J

EAST
S
H Q-10
D Q
C '

SOUTH
S 9
H 6
D 6
C -...
South now leads his last trump. West must hold the club
J, otherwise the North hand will win the last two tricks with
the H-A and a club. When West discards a Heart, North lets
go the Small Club.
The pressure now is on East, who must either unguard his
Heart (thereby making both Hearts in the Dummy good) or release his Diamond (thus making the D-6 in the South hand
good). See now why a discard of a Diamond on trick One is a
losing play?

Juke Box Music Entertains Students;
Top 10 Contains Several Good Numbers
By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Feature Writer
Homecoming is upon us once
more with all the color and briskness of this fall season of the
year. With the greatly increased
number of us who will be dining
out with our dates this weekend,
this column is devoted to the
mass of music one is most likely
to hear in commercial
eating
establishments equipped with a
juke box.
Call this sort of a guide to what
the "outside world" hears in the
way of popular music.
If it becomes necessary to
play that bass-booming, coin
gobbling, lighted monster, one
of the most pleasant discs to
come along in quite a spell is
"Stepping High". This instrumental number was written by
a Clemson student,
Clayton
Price, and features him on
trombone.
It has a jazz-type sound much
reminiscent of the Kai Winding
group, and should be a pleasant
change from the type of stuff usually found on a juke box.

By all latest reports (which
change with the whims of teenagers) "Mack the Knife", taken
from Kurt Weill's Threepenny
Opera and Louis Armstrong's
original waxing of the jazz version, currently by Bobby Darin; is
still number one on the best-seller lists.
Darin does a good job with
this fine tune, as I'm sure most
of us know already. The problem
is, have the screaming teens put
this record on top; or have sales
to more conservative music-buying public done the trick
I must prefer to accept the
latter proposal, for even though
it is important to sell to this
mob that is called teenagers,
the people who buy the albums
are the ones who keep an entertainer on top. Just look at
Frank Sinatra and Pat Boone
for excellent examples.
If a run-down of the current
top-ten tunes was made, it would
more than likely turn out to be
just that, a running down and
over of most of the tunes, then
cutting them up. With a few not-

Foundation Offers Graduate Study Fellowships
Danforth Foundation has invited Clemson College once again
to submit nominations for the
1960-61 Danforth Graduate Fellowships. This series of fellowships is being presented in 1960
for the ninth consecutive year.
This program is carried on by
'an educational foundation located
in St. Louis, Missouri.
The Foundation invites applications from college seniors and
recent graduates who are pre-

paring themselves for a career
of college teaching and planning
to enter graduate school in Sept.,
1960, for their first year of graduate school.
, This program of appointments
to exceedingly able young men
who are preparing for college
teaching was established in 1951
as a series of annual graduate
fellowships.
Appointments are made in

Scabbard And Blade, Honorary
Military Group, Holds Initiation
The Scabbard and Blade Society held its annual initiation ceremonies during the week of Nov.
2 through Nov. 6.
This society, the most important
honorary military organization on
campus,
greeted ten
new
members. Membership in this organization is based on high military standards and qualifications
and also leadership in the military and other campus activities.
Hold Bivouac
The initiation consisted of the
old members swatting the candidates with the business end of a
, sabre after lunch every day during the week. Also, on Thursday,
|' the candidates had an all night
bivouac in front of the Field
House. Patrols were set up to
guard against military aggression.
The new members are Jerome
R. Brown, a Chemical Engineering major from North Augusta;
James P. Creel, Mechanical En' x gineering major from Conway;
Don E. Fowler, Pre-Med major
from Greenville; and George P.
Higdon. Chemical Engineering
major from Charleston.
Also
Thomas E. Lollis, Textile Engineering major from Williamston.
I Als*- William P. Martin, Electrical Engineering major from
Charleston Heights; George H.
Pressley, Mechanical Engineering major from Ashville, N. C;
and Allan P. Sloan, Ceramic
Engineering major from Mt.
Pleasant.
Also Llewellyn R. Sweeny, a
Physics major from Chicago and
John H. Roberts, a Ceramic Engineering major from Ninety Six.
The old members who added a
' little "lift" to the swatting sessions were: president, Jones T.
Deaton, a Pre Law major from
Lancaster; vice-president, James
S. Hill, Electrical Engineering
major from Belton.
Also secretary, Jon D. Cook,
, Industrial Management major
from Fountain Inn; and treasurer, Bruce Mclntyre, a Mechani-

cal Engineering major from Biltmore, N. C.
Also Robert H. Boles, an Industrial Management major
from Lexington; William C. Anderson, an Arts and Sciences
major from Hampton; Thomas
E. Davenport, a Mechanical Engineering major from Kinards;
and Edward R. Maddox, a
Chemistry major from Spartanburg.
Also George B. Nalley, Industrial management major from
Easley; Franklin A. Roberts,
Electrical Engineering major
from Chester; and James C.
Scott, an Industrial Management
major from Gaffney.
The Scabbard and Blade Society sponsors the Military Ball
and the Military Banquet.

SCIENCE
(Continued from Page 1)
tuition, laboratory fees, and
travel.
Further information and application materials may be obtained from the Fellowship Office, National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council,
2101 Constitution Avenue, North
West, Washington, 25, D. C. ..
The Deadline for the receipt of
applications for regular postdoctoral fellowships is Dec. 22, 1959,
and for graduate fellowships is
Jan; 1, 1960.
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the fields of natural and biological sciences, social sciences, humanities, and all fields
of specialization to be found
in the undergraduate college.
Dr. R. C. Edwards, President
of Clemson, has named Dr. J. H.
Hobson, professor of chemistry,
as the Liaison Officer to nominate
two candidates to the Foundation
for the 1960 fellowships. One of
the chief objectives of this program of fellowships is to offer a
relationship of encouragement
throughout the years of graduate
study.
The maximum annual grant
for single fellows is $1500 plus
tuition and fees charged to all
graduate students, for married
students, the stipend is $200 plus
tuition and fees charged to all
graduate students with an additional stipend of $500 for each
child. Students with or without
financial need are invited to apply.
No student may apply directly
to the foundation for appointment as a Danforth Fellow. The
president of each American undergraduate college registering men
regionally accredited is annually
invited to name an administrative officer to nominate two, or
not to exceed three, candidates
for the appointment as a Danforth Fellow.
According to the Foundation's annual announcement,
the men of outstanding academic ability, personality in
the classroom, integrity, and
character are the men who
are qualified for a fellowship
in their program.
The men who receive these
fellowships will participate in the
annual Conference on Teaching
held in Michigan next September.
Appointments are made on the
basis of the characteristics listed
above and under certain other
conditions. The applicant may be
preparing to teach in any academic discipline common to the
undergraduate college. However,
at the time he makes application,
he must not have begun any
graduate study.
The appointment is for one
GUARANTEED

For As Long As You
Own Your Car

M
15 Minute Service
Get the BEST for LI3S
Get A Midas Muffler

MUFFLER. SHOPS

1. Mack the Knife
2. Mr. Blue
3. Don't You Know
4. Put

Your Head on
Shoulder

My

5. Deck of Cards
6. Primrose Lane
7. Lonely Street
8. Teen Beat
8. Seven Little Girls
10. You Were Mine
To wrap up the week and make
this column somewhat less than
a complete loss to those who look
here for albums, let me cite a
new release on the Stereo Fidelity label, Victory at Sea, by
Richard Rodgers. Played by the
London
Philharmonic
under
anonymous direction, this recording, selling at the nominal price
of only $2.98, is a real bargain.
From past experience, it is safe
to say that this album will please
even the most exacting music
lover, and will be an asset to any
record library.
Going out on a limb, I would
venture to say the most popular
song on the Clemson Campus this
weekend will be Tiger Rag!

Appearance Of Clemson Students
Reflects Standards Set By School
By BILL GRINDLEY
Tiger Feature Writer
At Clemson, or away from the
campus, you are a representative
of your school. You are a direct
reflection of all that Clemson College stands for. Your impression
upon other people is their immediate impression of Clemson
College.
Since first impressions are
made in part by your appearance
and dress, your clothing should
always reflect the taste of the
entire college.
Many of us do not have the
money to spend on clothing every
year. We must wear the same
suit that we have worn in previous years. We do not have the
time to spend on keeping up with
the mode of dress for the coming
year.
The most important thing in appearance is not the clothing, but
the way in which it is worn. We
should try to remember things
like: Is my shirt tucked in properly? Are my shoes shined? Are

my pants cleaned and pressed?
All of these little items add up
to either a neat or sloppy ap
pearance.
The way we keep our bodies affects our impression upon others
that we meet. The way we comb
our hair in good or bad taste
affects our immediate impression
on acquaintance. Are we clean
shaven; are our fingernails clean
hands washed, face cleaned and
teeth brushed?
We must also learn to keep our
minds as clean as our bodies.
The best way to keep clean in
thought word, and deed is to keep
company with those who are trying to do the same thing. We are
known by the company that we
keep. It is much easier to keep
clean mentally.if our friends are
of the right sort.
Clemson College needs each and
every one of us to try to keep
clean in mind and body. Appearance in clothing is only one small
fraction of it. Let's all try to do
better than we have been doing.
Let's strive for a better Clemson.

Membership in Executive Sergeants Club for this semester was
recently announced by Robert
Hill, president. The club is composed of the top ranking cadet
non-commissioned officers in the
ROTC program.
The Club serves as a chief coordinator between the high command and the military students.
It was organized for the betterment of the Student Body and
school, and attempts to fulfill this
by presenting and discussing the
problems of the members and
military students.
Among the projects of the club
last year were the construction of
a Homecoming display, presentation of a saber drill at the Military Ball, conduction of competition for best drilled cadets and
flag raising ceremonies.
Juniors Made Eligible
The membership is approximately divided into 20 army and
10 Air Force ROTC cadets. This
year, cadet officers in the junior
year of the Air Force ROTC program were made eligible since
they would normally have been
the high ranking non-commissioned officers, according to Hill.
The following students from the
Army ROTC have been selected
for membership: Jay Adams of
Spartanburg, textile engineering;
Ben Bohlen of Greenville, electrical engineering; Roscoe Caughman of Lexington; mechanical en
gineering; and Walden Coyle of
Anderson, electrical engineering.
Also, Tom Ethridge, mathematics major from North; Bob
Finklea, civil engineering major
from Pamplico; Charles Floyd,
chemical engineering major
from Galivant's Ferry; and
Gene Gibson, industrial management major from Greer.

KODL
ACROSS

Lay Away A Christmas Gift Now

1. Speed o! sound
6. Gas makes a
comeback
8. Plate that's
sometimes
slipped
12. French friend
13. Cause of less
fond hearts?
16. Kind of welcome
Kools never get
17. River girl
18. Kind of active
19. To get to Paris
you must go
22. Gal who's
almost married
23. Small
24. Forever
(archaic)
25. It's handy In
the hole
27. Self ender
28. Stick around
29. Little dealer
30. Terry type
31. Half a year
32. Beatnik
adornments
33. It's a kind of
relief
84. Snake In the
grasp
35. Vulnerable
spots
43. Bilko had 'em
44. Movie part
45. Movie star
46. A start in
Georgetown
47. You
me

Something from the Jeweler Is

1. Prefix meaning
■on of

Diamond Pendants -- Watches
Pearl, Birthstone, and
Princess Rings.

110 N.
Murro»
Ph. CA—
6-1028

Is Catalyst For Growth
Gov. Hollings continued, "In
the field of practicality — of
business reality — this move has
underlying significance to South
Carolina. To South Carolina, the
coming of this superb research
and development center means
the catalyst for future textile
growth.
"This fountainhead of knowledge, experience and developmental power will also attract
many other fine related industries. In this center lies the stimulus for great new improvements
in the worldwide competitive
abilities of America's textile industry.
"The new ideas, new methods
and new tools which will emerge
from this center will give South
Carolina and American textiles
the vibrant power of American
ingenuity." •
'As I have pointed out many
times to northern industrialists
a site must have the educational,
recreational and other advantages to attract top flight company personnel in order to be
truly successful.
The selection of this site is a
tribute to these qualities of South
Carolina. It is also a tribute to
the people of this area, and to
the unsurpassed facilities of Clemson College under the dynamic
leadership of its president, Bob
Edwards.
"As the first operation in
Clemson's new Ravenel Research Center, this dedication
has a special significance.
While our fine sister state to
the north was organizing a
highly publicized Research
Triangle, with $1% million in
grants, Bob Edwards and
Clemson College were establishing the Ravenel Center.
"They designated an area of

open land, went to work, and today we see the magnificient and
fast results. The point is, while
others talk, we Souh Carolinians
work. And the potential for future development here in Ravenel Research Center is tremendous.
The governor concluded his
address, saying," . . . Like our
newest corporate citizen, South
Carolina keeps its eyes always
on goals just beyond reach. With
this unity of spirit there will be
no bounds as Saco-Lowell and
South Carolina stride together
into a confident future."
Dr. Edwards, in his address,
extended a welcome to the SacoLowell Center and personnel connected with the Center. He pledged that the college and SacoLowell will work together for a
"greater state and a greater
nation."
He further stated. "We are,
of course, extremely pleased that
Clemson College is fast being
recognized as the national and
perhaps the international center
for basic research relating to
cotton and cotton products.
"We are determined that all
of the other research programs
of the college shall continue to
expand toward similar goals.
This is our responsibility and we
accept it willingly.
"In extending a warm welcomo
to the Saco-Lowell Research Development Center, and at the
same time offering an invitation
to other industries to explore the
advantages available to them in
South Carolina and in the Ravenel
Research Center, we pledge without reservation our total resources to the task of strengthening
our academic, research and public service activities to the
people of this state and region."
The Saco-Lowell Center is designed specifically for the research and development of textile
machinery. The single story
building of yellow face brick contains 40,000 square feet and is
air-conditioned and humidity controlled throughout.
The building provides special
prototype rooms, model shops and
a variety of labortories in which
both research and development
activities can be carried out.

Executive Sergeants
Club Lists Members

DOWN

FREE
INSTALLATION

TtUDAS

year, with the exception of annual
renewal throughout the years for
undergraduate study if the graduate record is distinguished and
the relationship proves mutually
agreeable. This appointment may
also be carried with other national scholarships.
All applications, including
recommendations, must be completed by Jan. 31, 1960. Any student wishing further information
concerning this program should
get in touch with the liasion officer, Dr. J. H. Hobson.

able exceptions, the newest in
rock and roll is just like all the
rest, rotten. .
Those selections noted in bold
type should prove to be worth
pushing the juke box button for;
the others? . . . well!
Here then, for the aid and convenience of those who care about
such things, are the top ten best
selling tunes of the week.

The Saco-Lowell Research and
Development Center was dedicated on Nov. 7 at ceremonies
attended by Gov. Ernest F. Hollings, Clemson president, Dr. R.
C. Edwards, Mr. T. C. Ault, president of Saco-Lowell Shops and
other distinguished guests.
Authorized by the Board of
Trustees, Clemson officials established the Ravenel Research Center for the purpose of industrial
research and development. The
Research Center is located on
the land of the Ravenel Plantation, near the Seneca River.
Addresses were delivered
by Gov. Hollings, Dr. Edwards
and Mr. Ault. The ceremony
was attended by invited
guests. An Open House is to
be held for the general public at a later date.
Gov. Holings cited the importance of the dedication . of the
Saco-Lowell Center as one of the
most significant in the great
moments of South Carolina's
modern era Economic Revolution.
He continued, "Today's occasion reflects that rare combination
of principle and practicality which
have marked the growth of both
the magnificant company we
honor and the state which today officially welcomes its newest corporate citizen."
He gave the example of Francis
Cabot Lowell who left the country to go to England for the purpose of searching for new enterprises to come to America. After
two years of careful research, he
returned to the country and organized the Boston Manufacturing Company.
This company was the first and
later became the largest of the
three antecedent companies of
today's splendid Saco - Lowell
operations, according to the
governor.

Also, Bob Greer of Fairforest,
electrical engineering; Don Greer
of Spartanburg, textile manufacturing; Kent Ham of Florence,
electrical engineering; and Robert Hill, of Jackson, chemical engineering.
Also, Bill Nunnery, electrical
engineering major from Rock
Hill, Dave Rodgers, civil engineering major from Georgetown;
and Rufus Rogers, mechanical engineering major from Muffins.
Also, Tom Sanders, of Kline,
chemical engineering; Jim Thomas, of Greenville, ceramics engineering; Adlon Thompson of
Reevesville, civil engineering;
and Jim Youngblood of Columbia, arts and science.
Members taken from the Air
Force ROTC are: Ben Abbott,
civil engineering major from
Sumter; lwyn Brown, ceramic
engineering major from Columbia; Patrick Corbett, agricultural engineering major from
Greenville;
Jerry
Fuller,
ceramic engineering major
from Columbia; and Francis
Townsend, textile chemistry
major from Aiken.
Also, Phil Crotwell of Liberty,
electrical engineering; Bob Hunnicutt of Hartwell, Ga., animal
husbandry; Malcomb McTeer of
Hartsville, electrical engineering;
Roger Mizell of St. George, mechanical engineering; Harvey
Newton of Hartsville, mechanical
engineering; and Robert Odom of
Greenville, mechanical engineering.
The faculty advisor for Executive Sergeants Club is Capt. J.
E. Greene, Department of Military Science and Tactics.

13 Organizations
(Continued from Page 1)
building; ADS A, on the corner
of Bowman Field nearest the library; Alpha Zeta, across from
the chemistry building near the
walk to Harbin Hall.
Also, Fota Lambda Sigma, on
the parking lot of the chemistry
building; Sigma Zeta, on the
front lawn of the chemistry
building; Forestry Club, across
the street from. the library towards the rear of the chemistry
building.
Also, Delta Kappa Kappa, in
front of the new dorms; American Society of Ceramic Engineers, in front of Earle Hall; Industrial Management Society,
on the corner to the right front
of Tillman Hall; and the Veteran's Club, across the highway
from Bowman Field.

School Supplies
Souvenirs
Records and Albums
Greeting Cards

HARPER
5 & 10c Store
College Avenue

KROSSWORD

2-1 love (Latin)
S. Worn by union
lettermen?
4. Greetings
5. Verb gold
diggers dig
6. Box found in
a carcass
7. Whiz word
8. Discourage,
but partly
determined
9. Hazer
10. For who's
counting
11. Game found
in Kenyon
14. Floral offering
16. Start reading
19. Felt about
Audie?
20. What grouses
always have?
21. Kools leave
you
22. Min's opposite
number
26. Good lookers
28. Salesmen who
deal in bars
30. Gears do it
32. What Willie's
voice isn't
S3. Bachelor's
better half
36. It's in a league
by itself
87. Lloyd's Register
(abbr.)
38. Record not
for DeeJays
39. Compass point
40. Slippery
customer
41. Meadow
42. Roguish
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YOU NEED THE

CLEMSON JEWELERS
"The Country Gentlemen's Jeweler"
©1859, Brown * Williamson Tobacco Corp

|

i
\«

When your throat tells ) gjl
you its time -for a change,\ |M{
you need
a real change...

Always Something Special

Bracelets — Crosses -- Lighters
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29
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*ARE YOU KODL. |'*
ENOUGH TO
KRACK THIS?*
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Interview Schedule

Y Cabinet Honors Holtzendorff Upon Retirement

Nov. 16 - Nov. 20
MONDAY
Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation:

Westvaco

Chlor-Alkali Division:
Chemistry, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engineering, industrial management, mechanical engineering.
Callaway Mills Company:
Chemical engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engineering, mechanical engineering and
textiles.
Union Carbide Chemicals Company:
Chemistry, chemical engineering, civil engineering,
electrical engineering, mechanical engineering and
textile chemistry.
TUESDAY
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio:
Chemistry, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engineering, mechanical engineering, textile chemistry and textile science.
Union Carbide Chemicals Company:
Chemistry, chemical engineering, civil engineering,
electrical engineering, mechanical engineering and
textile chemistry.
Federal Aviation Agency:
Civil engineering and electrical engineering.

Last Monday night the Clemson T' Cabinet presented Mr. Holtzendorff, long time director of
the YMCA, with a silver bowl and tray. Mr. H oltzendorff was again honored Tuesday night at
a banquet, which was attended by several prominent YMCA personnel.
(Tiger photo by
Robert Gaskins.)

Director Of Public Relations Displays
True Spirit Of ^Country Gentlemen'

Callaway Mills Company:
BY JOHN SNAVELY
Chemical engineering, electrical engineering, indusTiger Feature Writer
trial engineering, mechanical engineering and Few persons realize the enormtextiles.
ity of the job of handling public

When military students think
about Army engineering, they immediately think of Captain Karl
F. Stark, the Clemson Detachment's only Engineer officer. Captain Stark, U. S. Army, Corps of
Engineers, was recently assigned
to the Clemson ROTC detachment, and he will instruct basic
military students here for the
next two years.
Entered During War
Originally from the Badger
State, Wisconsin, Captain Stark
first entered the Army in 1943,
where he served as a weather
cadet. When the Army began its
emphasis on air power, he transferred to the Air Corps and was
an aviation cadet until he left the
Army in 1945.
After his first Army tour, Captain Stark entered the University
of Alabama, and was graduated in 1949 with a degree in Mining Engineering. Army life had
agreed with him, for he returned
to the Regular Army immediately after graduation.
Captain Stark was receiving
amphibious training in Japan
when the Korean conflict began in 1950. The 7th Infantry
Division, to which he was assigned, executed the Army phase
of the Inchon Landing in September of 1950.
Elements of this division make
the linking tie with the 1st Cavalry Division coming from
the
South. He also took part in the

We've found $25.00 a month for program.
Joe also directs the program
you and $25.00 a month for paper and stamps." Along about this of the Clemson Alumni Associasame time Joe married Miss Fay tion. (Participation in Clemson
Betsworth of Anderson, S. C. and Alumni program has grown from
1,311 members in 1955 to 4,145
Pensacola, Florida.
For the next 13 years Joe in 1958. This is a growth from 8
created, built and- operated the percent participation to 29.6 per(Continued from Page 1)
Clemson News Bureau for all cent. During the same period and many others in equally fine
college academic and athletic alumni annual giving has in- arrangements.
Preserves Music
programs. He was the college creased from about $10,000 to a
Yes, indeed, Tommy Dorsey
photographer during the same 1958 all-time high of $52,000.)
One of Joe's major accom- made memorable music history.
period. Joe was twice made
president of the National Assoplishments is the handling of And the Tommy Dorsey Orchestra starring Warren Covington
ciation of College Sports Pubpublicity for Tigerama. Every will keep his music as much a
licity Directors and in 1944 won
mans of publicity is utilized: part of our lives as it ever was.
the national first place award
Tickets for the dance tonight,
news
stories and pictures; telefor the best college news buvision spot
announcements; from 9 p.m. unti 1 a.m., are pricreau photograph on a patriotic
theme.
radio
spots; auto bumper ed at $4.00 and those for tomorrow night, from 8 p.m. until midIn 1947 Joe went to the Univer- strips; store window placards;
night, are priced at $4.50. Block
sity of Florida department of roadside signs, and more.
tickets are $8.00.
public relations. He was head of
Joe brought the idea of TigerBoth dances will be held in the
the public relations program for ama to Clemson from the Unidining hall. Correct attire for the
the college of physical education, versity of Florida where the stu- two dances is suits for the men
health and athletics.
dent body presentation of Gator and cocktail dresses for the laIn 1953 he went to New York Growl on Homecoming eve plays dies.
City as General Editor of the Na- annually to 50,000 people and
tional Collegiate Athletic Associa- turns away 10,000 more.
tion. He edited a series of eight
Just as Joe's father's family
college athletic publications and was
pro-Clemson
(graduating
edited the national college sports three sons from the college),
statistics service.
Joe's family is no exception.
Returned In '56
Joe's son Eddie has attended
He returned to his present posi- Clemson two years and will retion at Clemson in January 1956. enter in February. Joe's daughJoe directs the public relations ter, Anne, is a Clemson freshdepartment including the news man, varsity cheer leader and a
bureau and college publication of- member of
Miss
Tigerama's
fice. As such, he contributes to Court. Joe's other son, Walter,
the total Clemson development 'will enter Clemson in five years.

relations for a large college. Very
possibly, many persons associated with Clemson take the acInternational Paper Company, Southern Kraft Division: complishment of this job for
Chemistry and civil engineering (MS), chemical, granted. At Clemson the "sweat"
of accomplishing this task falls
electrical, industrial and mechanical engineering.
on the shoulders of Joe Sherman,
Director of Public and Alumni
Callaway Mills Company:
Relations.
Chemical, electrical, industrial and mechanical enJoe's position requires a man
gineering and textiles.
with not only personality, diplomacy and brains, but a true dedUSN—Missile Center, California:
ication to the job as well. UnElectrical and mechanical engineering, math and doubtedly, those persons knowphysics.
ing Joe Sherman will agree that
he possesses all of these qualiGeorgia Power Company:
ties.
Electrical, industrial and mechanical engineering.
Joe is dedicated to Clemson
because he is a true "ClemTHURSDAY
son Man". At the age of thirteen he moved to Clemson with
International Paper Company, Southern Kraft Division: his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Chemistry and civil engineering (MS), chemical, Franklin Sherman, in 1925.
(Joe's father was head of the
electrical, industrial and mechanical engineering.
Clemson entomology department for 22 years.) Joe attendBrookley AFB, Mobile, Alabama:
Chemical, electrical, industrial nad mechanical en- ed Clemson High School and
entered Clemson in September
gineering.
1930.
How did Joe fare in his battle
Hayes Aircraft Corporation:
against Clemson elements? To
Civil, electrical and mechanical engineering and quote Joe: "I started in Archiphysics.
tecture (too tough), transferred
to Education (too easy), landed
in Arts and Sciences (just
FRIDAY
right)."
Joe's career as a Clemson stuHayes Aircraft Corporation, Birmingham, Alabama:
Civil, electrical and mechanical engineering and dent was sprinkled with many varied extracurricular
activities.
physics.
Joe played varsity basketball for
two years and was the team's
Rock Hill Printing and Finishing Company:
leading scorer, and second in the'
Industrial management, textile chemistry and tex- state as a sophomore.
tile management.
He ceased playing basketball
late in his Junior year when
Coach Joe Dairs informed him
NU EPSILON CLIMAXES
that smoking was not an accept(Continued from Page 1)
SEMI-ANNUAL INITIATION
ed training activity. Joe was also
Today is trie climax of Nu will use these two installations in varsity baseball shortsttop for
Epsilon's semi-annual initiation the very best educational and re- three years.
period. Nu Epsilon is a regional search interest of our young peoWas Sports Editor
club consisting of northern stu- ple and state, which means the
Among these other activities,
dents only.
Joe also found time to write for
future of South Carolina."
It is open to any and all
The Tiger, with which he served
Unable to attend the ceremon- as sports editor for two years. He
northern students who have a
desire to join the organization ies was Dr. James 0. Wynn, also served as Clemson sports
and take part in all club func- vice-president of Olin Foundation, publicity director in his senior
tions and activities. Initiations due to an unexpected illness of year, becoming a charter memhis wife.
are held once each semester.
ber of Gamma Alpha Mu, honorBecome Members
Give Thanks
ary fraternity for writers. After
Sixteen new pledges will beDuring the dedication remarks graduation in 1934 in arts and
come recognized members of the of appreciation were given by Dr. sciences Joe was made an honorclub today upon completion of F. M. Kinard, Dean of the Col- ary member of both Blue Key
the requirements for initiation. lege; Dr. J. H. Sams, Dean of and Tiger Brotherhood.
These new members are Jack Engineering; and Dr. C. E. LitJoe Sherman's first job after
Baker, Albany, N. Y.; Gerry tlejohn, Department head of
college was sports publicity diBonneau, Great Neck, N. Y.; chemical and metallurgical enrector, employed by Coach Jess
Brad Chapan, Baltimore, Md., gineering.
Neely. His salary was $900 per
Also, Ken DeLuca, Baldwin,
Also participating in the dedica- year. Joe asked President E. W.
N. Y.; Arnie Greenburg, Brooktion were Dr. Thomas D. Mc- Sikes for a job handling all collyn, N. Y.; Al Habig, Summitt,
Clure, president Clemson chapter lege news. His answer was "no
N. J.; Bill Harris, Damascurs,
of American Institute of Chemical money". Joe began doing the job
Md.; Tom Hart, Elmhurst, N.
Engineers; and Franklin Roberts, anyway.
Y.; Richard Hausen, Lynbrook,
president of the student body of
Four months later, Dr. Sikes
N. Y.; Fred Hughes, East North- Clemson.
called the young journalist in and
port, N. Y.
said, "The stories you're ■writAlso, Paul Janco, Perth Aming about Clemson
are
good.
boy, N. J.; Fred Klinger, Elm- BLOCK AND BRIDLE CLUB

WEDNESDAY

Ctspt. Karl F. Stark, Clemson U. S. Army
ROTC Department, Leads Interesting Life

TOMMY

subsequent Iwon Landing. In later action the 17 Infantry Regiment, which he supported directly, was the first American unit
te reach the Yalu River.
Incidently, Captain Stark was
the first Engineer Officer of the
U. S. Army on the Yalu River.
Because of the distances involved in this action, he at one tme
*•••••***

Joins Staff

CAPT. K. R. STARK

Benning with the 508th Airborne
Regimental Combat Team until |
1953. He was assigned as the ai-i
sistant resident engineer in Florida at the Jim Woodruff Dam, a I
project much like our own Hart-1
well Dam.
Sent to Texas A & M
In 1955 the Corps of Engineers I
sent Captain Stark to Texas A»j
& M for a degree in Civil Engineering, and he completed the I
requirements in 1956. His next
service was in Germany, where
for a time he was commander |
of Company C of the 54th
neer Battalion. Then he served
as Assistant S3, or operations officer, of the 540th Engineer
Group.
Later he took command of
the 619th Armored Engineer
Company, which is attached to
the 11th Armored Calavry, and
is responsible for guarding over
one hundred miles of the German-Czeschoslovakian border.
He commanded this company
until he came to Clemson.
Captain Stark, his wife Peggy,
and their three children, Susan,
Kris, and Teresa will reside at
110 Keowee Trail while in Clemson.

a Swingline
Stapler no!
bigger than a
pack of gum!
98«

found his engineer platoon supporting an entire regiment of
infantry.
Soon afterward, the Chinese entered the war, and the American
units
trapped in - North Ko(Including
rea were forced to withdraw
1000 slapksi
through the Chosen Reservoir
area.
Equipment was at such a premium that Captain Stark anil
part of his platoon spent five
days moving a partially disabled truck and lowbed trait- SWINGLINE "TOT"
Millions now in use. Uncondior sixty-five miles, occasionaltionally guaranteed. Makes book
ly moving the trailor around
covers, fastens papers, arts and
curves in the narrow roads bycrafts, mends, tacks, etc. Availhand, only to find that they
able at your college bookstore.
had to destroy the trailor beSWINGLINE
cause it would encumber the
"Cub" Stapler $1.29
movement of the troops.
After his Korean duty, Captain
Stark was stationed at Fort LeonINC.
ard Wood as an instructor for a
year, then served at Fort LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YO-Rt;, N. Y.,

Dr. Johnson turns another elegant phrase:

WILDROOT CREAM OIL

KEEPS HAIR GROOMED LONGER!
MAKES HAIR FEEL STRONGER!

DR. HORN

hurst, N. Y.; Mike Nicholson,
Pittsburg, Penn.; Phil Ofrias,
Jackson, Heights, N. Y.; Mark
Patrick Stratford, Conn.;
and Chuck Rittweger, Baskingridge, N. J.
In addition to the new members, the club has a new advisor,
Mr. Al Gordon of the Architecture Department. Plans are being made for the future activities of the club for the remainder
of the semester. A drop-in Is
planned for this Saturday night
for the Homecoming Dance.

"Surface"
Hair Tonics

Penetrating
Wildroot Cream-Oil

"Surface" hair tonics merely coat your
hair. When they dry off, your hair dries
out. But the exclusive Wildroot Cream-Oil
formula penetrates your hair. Keeps hair
groomed longer... makes hair feel stronger
than hair groomed an ordinary way.
There's no other hair tonic formula like it.

WILDROOT
CREAM-OIL

MAKE HAIR OBEY ALL DAY
WITH WILDROOT CREAM-OILI

HOLDS ANNUAL BARBECUE
The annual fall barbecue held
by the Block and Bridle Club of
Clemson College on Nov. 7 was
a successful event according to
John G. Murray, president.
Anyone wishing to buy some of
the barbecue may do so by contacting Dale Handlin or Dr.
Kropf in the Food Industries
Building. The proceeds of the
barbecue will go to help in financing the Livestock and
Meats Judging teams.

CORRECT ATTIRE

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Tiger Tavern
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
Open Late After Dances

from:

DAVENPORT'S

Open 9:30 A. M. to 12 P. M.

207 N. MAIN ST.
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
"VARSITY TOWN CLOTHES"

# FOUNTAIN SERVICE
<& SANDWICHES

t? NEWSSTAND

Sir, if it hasnt got it there,
it hasnt got it!
Old Dr. Sam has done it again—brought
his dictionary up to date in terms of
modern Winston usage.
Winston (win'ston), n. A cigarette with
Filter-Blend on one end and a wise man
on the other.
Taste (tast), n.What decorators argue
about and Winston smokers enjoy.
Filter-Blend (ffl'ter-blend) ,n. A happy
marriage of art and science. Light, mild,
flavorful tobaccos are artfully selected,
then scientifically processed for filter
smoking.

Slogan (sle'gan), n. (e.g., Winston
tastes good like a cigarette should). A
statement of disputed grammar but unquestioned fact.
Front (frunt), n. (used in conjunction
with the.preposition "up"). The section
of a filter cigarette where if it hasn't
got it, it hasn't got it. Also, the section
that counts, the section where exclusive
Filter-Blend is to be found.
Bos well (bSz'wel). Nickname for a
guy who is always hanging around to
cadge Winstons from you.

"There is nothing which has yet been contrived by man
by which so much happiness is produced ...'
Boswell's Life of Dr. Johnson, Vol. 1, Page 620
H.J.HEYNOLOS TOBACCO CO.. W1NSTON-SALEH, ft.C

Selection Presents Difficult Choice

SPECIAL HOMECOMING

The

FEATURE SECTION

Pictured throughout this special section are 20 of
the many candidates for Homecoming Queen. These
pictures were given to the Tiger for publication by the
various club sponsors. If these are just some of the
representatives, the judges may have a lot of trouble
in making a final decision.
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Throughout The Years Homecomings
By FRED BISHOP AND
HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Feature Writers
(Note: The pictures featured
on page 2B and 3B are some
of the contestants for Homecoming Queen. The Queen and
her Court will be chosen tonight at the dance.)
Welcome to your college campus. A lot of changes have taken
place at Clemson during
the
past twenty-five years, so many
in fact many of you who are returning after a long absence may
not recognize many landmarks,
once familiar, other than Tillman
Hall and the old Textile Hall, now
known as the Physics Building.
On the other Hand, there are
many now attending Clemson that
are unaware that many landmarks and customs, familiar in
the bygone days of the Cadet
Corps, ever existed. Thus, to you,
the men of Clemson as it was,
and as it is; yes even to those
of you who will be a part of the
greater Clemson of the future,
this is dedicated.
Perhaps some of the incidents
and scenes of days gone by will
recall fond memories. Maybe
some of you will be prompted to
say, "Why, I remember that,"
or "I was there then." Then
again, some of you may prefer
to smile inwardly then just forget "that" weekend completely.
Whatever the case may be, this
is your Clemson.
Homecoming has probably existed ever since the first class
graduated, but the Homecoming
that we enjoy today, with its dances, game and Tigerama, had its
beginnings in the 1930's when a
group of energetic Cadets decided to form an organization for
the purpose of bringing "name"
bands to the campus for dances.
Therefore a twenty-five year
coverage of Homecoming should
present a clear picture of the
changes that time has wrought.
No doubt there are many who
have attended Homecoming every
year since 1933, but for those of
you who haven't, and those who
would like to go back again,
come with us as we revisit those
bygone years, and some of the
most colorful segments in the history of Clemson.

gala affair. After all, it's not
1937
every year that Clemson could
The year was 1937 that saw the
put five men on the all-state beginnings of the team that was
team.
to produce one of the finest records in our history. Sophomore
1935
Banks McFadden sparked
the
The year is now 1935, and Jim- Homecoming romp over Wake
my Poyner, apparently popular Forest by a score of 32 to 0.
with the cadets, is signed for the The Jungaleers under the direcHomecoming Ball. This is Octo- tion of Herb Green, ranked in the
ber 4 and 5, early in the football top five college bands in the naseason, but the Tigers are ready tion, played for this dance which

a Tiger team which had an AllAmerican End in Joe Blalock and
Southern Conference champions.
Dean Hudson, a perennial favorite, and his Florida Clubmen
played for the Homecoming
Dance. Clemson defeated the
Wake Forest Deacons 39 to 0.
The Class of 1915 was on hand
to dedicate the new amphitheatre
they had donated and which had
been completed. Dr. E. W. Sikes,
a past president of Clemson, died
in January of 1941 and the first
issue of the Slipstick, an engineering magazine, published its
first issue in January.

1941
The year is now 1941 and a soul
searching one it is, not only for
Clemson but for the nation as a
whole. Europe was at war with
Germany and Japan was conquering the Orient. The question of
neutrality
was in, everyone's
mind.
Dean
Hudson
played for
Clemson's homecoming dance
and the Tigers played a great
game against the Wake Forest
Deacons. "Homecoming
Day
saw a smooth functioning Tiger
machine do everything but literally bury the Wake Forest
Deacons as the Bengals crushed
the North Carolina eleven 29 to
0."
Joe Blalock was once again AllAmerican end and a familiar
name in many campus organizations was that of Dusenbery. War
was declared on Dec. 7,1941 after
an attack on Pearl Harbor by Japan.
Clemson officials and students
Sponsoring Junior "Y" Council
were worried as to the part they
and knock off the Wake Forest comes only two weeks after the would play, but new construction,
Deacons by a score of 13 to 7. annual Autumn Ball which fea- of which a new Memorial Stadium
was a part, went on despite un"Streak" Lawson
thrilled the tured one of the top bands of the
certainty.
crowd by returning a punt for time.
70 yards and the margin that A set of notes to the returning
1942
meant victory.
Alumni featured in the HomeThere are twelve dances sched- coming edition of the Tiger tells Now we move to the year 1942.
This was the last year before
uled by the CDA this year cele- of the many changes on their
Clemson was to feel the full efcampus.
Only
4,000
attended
the
brating just about every event on
fect of the war. Mr. Holtzendorff
the college calendar. One quite game, but a full house for the
still a familiar name on campus
noteable reason for celebration dances seemed to make this a
today and retiring
very soon
successful
weekend.
was offered several weeks after
through efforts of the 'Y' set up
Homecoming when the Tigers
obstacle courses so that students
1938
downed the Gamecocks 44 to 0.
might take physical training.
In 1938, the Homecoming weekRay Herbeck with his "Music
1936
end featured the band of Dean
for Romance" played for the
In 1936 there seemed to be less Hudson, always a favorite with Homecoming Dance and the
1934
interest in Homecoming than the the cadets, and a game with Wake Tigers defeated arch-rival FurLet's go back twenty-five years year before. A new Agriculture Forest, also a favorite at Home- man 12-7. Chip Clark received
coming. This time the Tigers only
defeated the Deacons 7 to 0, but
the two teams seemed to be more
evenly matched than the year before. This seemed to just be a
warming up year for what was
to come.

MISS SALLY FELTON

MISS DIANE SHENCK
Sponsoring American Ceramic Society
to that Thanksgiving Day of 1934;
it is the last game of the year
for Jess Neely's Tigers. It is not
only Homecoming, but the Tigers
are faced with a formidable foe
in the person of Furman's Hurricane.
Henry Woodward is captain
of the Tigers as they try to
snap the three-game winning
streak Furman has in this series. The 10,500 fans that jammed Riggs Field weren't disappointed for the Clemsonites
downed Furman by a score of
7 to 0.
The Autumn Ball that was
the highlight of this year's
Homecoming featured the band
of Johnny Hamp and all the
cadets turned out to make it a

building and new dormitories had
only the finishing touches left before completion, so big crowds
came to the campus, but game
and dance interest was slim.
The Jungaleers were featured
for the dance, held on September 25 and 26 in the gym. Blue
Key organized to assist in handling the crowds touring the campus. A scant crowd of 6,000 saw
the Tigers dump VPI in the Saturday game 20 to 0 for our first
conference win of the year.
Clemson was proud of its 70piece marching band, the largest
in our history, and the Jungaleers
had toured Europe the summer
before taking the Tiger through
many foreign lands.

1939
Comes the all-star year for
Clemson, 1939. Banks McFadden
was an All-American quarterback,
it was Jess Neeley's last year as
head coach. Walter Cox was
a
guard on this team that smashed
Wake Forest 20 to 7 before
a
crowd of 12,000 that jammed
Riggs Stadium.
Larry Clinton packed in a
record-breaking crowd for both
Homecoming Dances. The Homecoming Dances were a part of
the Autumn Ball this year as
was the general custom and so
many were planning to attend
that it was necessary to sponsor dancing lessons.
Clemson was destined during
this year to not only go to the
Cotton Bowl, but to defeat Boston
College there by a score of 6 to
0. This was also the year that
an expose was made that revealed Joe Sherman as the first Oscar, or cut sheet artist of Clemson.
Frank Howard was named football head coach at the end of this
1939 season, and Dr. Poole named
to succeed Dr. Sikes. Earl Mazo
was editor of this year's Tiger
that not only won an All-American rating, but was dubbed "the
South's most interesting college
newspaper" by the Washington,
D. C. Star.
1940
During the year 1940, an industrious drive was started at Clemson. James J. Lever was the editor of an All - American TIGER
and the Blue Key began a drive
to raise funds for the statue of
Thomas G. Clemson that we have
today.
Walter Cox was a line coach on

against the Deacons on Oct. 30th.
No record of a dance was recorded in the scant wartime editions of
the TIGER, but an
amateur show was held to entertain the few alumni on hand.
An anniversary ball was given
on December 3 and 4 featuring a
group known
as the sentimentalists and honoring old grads. We
might call this as close to a homecoming dance as was held that
year.

1945
Fifteen thousand saw a Tiger
team lose to Wake Forest 13 to
6, but the dance was a big success. The band which played was
never mentioned in the Tiger or
Taps, but judging from the attendance it
must have been
typical of all Clemson dances —a
wonderful time.
The Friday night was formal
and the Saturday night dance was
Sponsoring
informal and was called the Autumn Ball - 1945. The classes of
Class. This year the baseball
1915 and 1920 held reunions on
team won the Southern championSaturday.
ship but was defeated by Yale in
the Eastern N.C.A.A.
1946

MISS PAT SATTERFIELD

During 1946, the
Chemistry
Building (known to us as Hardin
Hall) burned, this giving it the
flat roof it has today. Old Frank
died this year, which was a dog
familiar to all Clemson men during this era.
There was one automobile to
every two and one-half students.
Chip Clark was captain of the
football team and an outstanding
senior. The TIGER had a circulation of 11,000.
The Autumn Dance was held
Nov. 15 and 16 and Royce Stoener

MISS PEGGY JEAN LEWIS

1943
The year 1943 hit hard at Clemson as only 724 cadets were enrolled to begin its
51st year.
Homecoming game was lost to
Wake Forest by a score of 41 to
12 as a vastly outweighed Tiger
squad put up a heroic effort

newly completed Clemson House
which received quite a breaking
in during this weekend.
An Agricultural Fair was held
throughout the entire weekend
which also saw Orange Bowl
bound Clemson trounce Duquesne 53 to 0. Only a tie with those
Gamecocks prevented a perfect
season for the Tigers. "Golden
Boy" Billy Hair was the standout of the year that climaxed

1944
Now moving to the year 1944,
we find a slight improvement in
Clemson's enrollment rising to
947. The CDA announced that
Shirley Smith and her orchestra
would play for both dances.
The Friday night dance was
formal and lasted from 10 to 2.
The Saturday night dance was informal. A special retreat on Bowman Field featured taps being
played for all of Clemson's many
war dead.
The game on Saturday with
VMI saw the Tigers win by a
score of 57 to 12. The dance was
then known as the Autumn Ball
and was held on Nov. 10 and 11
which was also Armistice Day.

Sponsoring National Textile Management Society
a beautiful pass from Monty
Byers to score the touchdown
which brought Clemson ahead of
Furman and won the game.
These bitter rivals played a
bruising game that was anybody's until the very last minute.
It was at the end of this year
that Clemson's enrollment was to
reach a new low as its young men
went to war.

at the Homecoming celebration.
They were S. W. Evans, A. B.
Bryan, F. H. Calhoun, Dr. D. W.
Daniel, J. E. Hunter and James
H. McHugh and were honored because of their outstanding contributions to the college.
MORE
The CDA sponsored eight
dances this year and Evans was
the head of the Blue Key and
Thornhill president of the Senior

and Reggie Childes played. The
mighty Tiger team roared over
arch-rival Furman 20-7 before 18,000 fans in Clemson's "new" Memorial Stadium. Dewey Quinn
turned in his best performance of
the year and Hendley, Leverman,
Gaines and Thompson also played
outstanding ball.
1947
In 1947, the Tigers smashed Auburn in a Homecoming tilt in
Clemson's stadium before 11,000
rain soaked fans to the tune of
34-13. The Brigadiers, a Clemson
band, played for three dances that
were held that weekend.
A tea dance was held Saturday
afternoon from five to six in the
big gym. Six men were honored

1948
In 1948, the dance was called
the TIGER-Homecoming
Dance
which is similiar to our Taps-Jr.
Sr. Playing for the dance was
Sam Donahue. The construction of
a new power plant got under way
this year, and the Senior Platoon
performed in Yankee Stadium.
Clemson
celebrated
homecoming by blasting a hapless
Duquesne eleven 42 to 0. The
Tigers went on to defeat Missouri
in the Gator Bowl and Bobby
Gage was named an All-Southern football player.

Glee Club
with a 14 to 13 victory over
Miami in the Orange Bowl.
A host of outstanding bands including Harry James, Charlie Barnet and Charlie Spivak visited the
Clemson campus that year, but on
that night of Nov. 4 when Krupa
played "Bonaparte's Retreat" to
end the Homecoming festivities,
nobody wanted to leave.
1951
Moving on now to 1951, we find
Tex Beneke swinging it out for
the Homecoming Dances, known
this year as Autumn Ball. There
were only four dances on the
agenda for this season, so all the
cadets made the most of this one.

formal and Saturday night informal dances were held in the
gym as was customary. It is certain that the Saturday night hop
was the most enjoyable for the
Tigers took their game from Boston College by a score of 13 to 0.
1953
Snapping back after the letdown
of the year before, Buddy Johnson
is starred for the big Homecoming
Ball held on Nov. 20 and 21, 1953.
The dances were a big success
despite a loss to powerful Auburn
of 19 to 45.
An informal concert Friday
afternoon at 4:30 by Johnson is
followed by a parade on Bowman
field by the Cadets at 5:00, then
a formal dance that night at the
Field House. Saturday is begun
with an Agricultural Fair that
was threatening to become a
permanent part of Homecoming.
This is followed by a band concert on Bowman Field.
This is followed by the game
with Auburn. It is interesting to
note that the Cadets put on quite
a show with their card cheering
section. This seems a feature that
could well be brought back.
Eloise McMeeken is selected
Homecoming Queen and reigns
over the remaining festivities that
include an informal dance in the
gym that Saturday night. This is
a year of changes. Olin Hall is
nearing completion and plans are
underway for our present dormitories.
1954
The year 1954 saw Homecoming
being held on Nov. 5 and 6. It
was becoming more like the weekend we are accustomed to today.
The dances were held in the new
dining hall for the first time, the
Jungaleers providing the music
for both the formal and informal
dances.
One of the highlights of the
festivities was the inspection of
rooms by old grads. For the
first time the Senior Platoon
and Pershing Rifles drilled together at the game, and both
the
Furman and
Clemson
Bands performed at half-time
in a game that saw Clemson
down the Hurricane by a score
of 27 to 6.
Miss Laurie Fair was selected
Homecoming Queen in this, the

1949
Now we move to 1949 and the I
ending of a decade. Clemson lost
to Boston College, but Ray Ma-j
thews and Fred Cone were outstanding players.
Dean Hudson and the Sherry
Sisters played and sang for the
dance and Miss South Carolina
(Miss Barrie Jean Wingard of
Winthrop College and Clinton)
reviewed the cadets at the
game.
There were several controversies this year. The Tiger Brotherhood and the TIGER came out in
favor of changing the alma mater
as we know it today, which was
by Prof. McGarity, now Dr. McGarity. Also, the commandant's
office issued a memo to all officers to detain themselves from
biting their fingernails because it
was a bad habit and the officers
might influence the underclassmen
if they openly displayed this habit.
A columnist in the TIGER came
out the next week saying he was
guilty of subversive activities be
cause he bit his fingernails. Bids
Sponsoring Kappa Delta Kappa
were also approved on an Agricultural engineering building.
Saturday, Nov. 16 was a great last year of the Cadet Corps. Joel
Thus we end the forties, a decade in which Clemson experienc- day known in Death Valley as the Wells was the standout player of
ed years which tried the adminis- Tigers of the hills thoroughly ran the year for the Tigers. Little did
tration due to many problems. over the Tigers from Auburn by many of the spectators realize
Now we enter the fifties, a decade a 34 to 0 score and earned a that as the cadets paraded on the
in which there will be many berth in the Gator Bowl on New field to salute the two schools on
changes and phenomenal growth. Year's. Things didn't go so good that beautiful Homecoming Day,
this time though, for the Tigers that this was the last time such
came out on the short end of a 14 a spectacle would be witnessed.
1950
to 0 score as Miami got revenge But no one was thinking of this
The year 1950 was another great
on that day when the cadets refor the year before.
one in the history of Clemson.
turned to their seats to entertain
The dances for this year's homethe spectators across the field
1952
coming festivities was known as
with card tricks.
TIGER-Homecoming and featured There was very little to Homethe fabulous Gene Krupa and Or- coming in 1952 after the two glor1955
ious years that had preceeded it.
chestra.
A banquet for the TIGER staff There was a dance, the Autumn Into focus comes the Homefollowed an afternoon concert by Ball, starring Elliot Lawrence, coming of today with the year
Krupa in the College Chapel. This but the Tigers were playing away 1955. Ralph Marterie is playing
(Continued on next page)
TIGER banquet was held in the from home. Both the Friday night

MISS MADGE LEE

MISS NANCY JAN CROOK

MISS MARY IRVING PEARCE

Sponsoring Phi Eta Sigma

Sponsoring Sigma Zeta

Sponsoring Sigma Rho Beta

MISS ROSE ROGERS

MISS LAURA SULLENS
Sponsoring Beta Tau Sigma
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.... Present Alumni With Key To Clemson
(Continued from page 2B)
for both dances which draw record crowds on both Nov. 11 and
12.
Sprit runs high on campus
as the Tigers prepare to
meet the nation's number one
team, the Maryland Terrapins, guided by Jim Tatum.
\ Surprising everyone, the Tigers lead Maryland into the
second half of a thrilling
game 12 to 6. But showing
the stuff that makes champiois, the Terps come back
to win by a score of 25 to 12.
Charlie Bussey is Clemson's
standout player of the year.
Miss Molly Arial of Converse
is selected Queen of Homecoming, and Phi Eta Sigma wins the
Homecoming displays
award
which is a plaque to be handed
down each year, plus a permanent cup. We wonder what has become of this award in the few
years since it was first given?
1956
Moving now into 1956, the Clemson that we know today becomes
still more evident. Seniors of the
current year were lowly "Rats"
then, but still remember the excitement of their first Homecoming as a Clemson Man.
I Lee Elgart played for the Saturday night dance and the Jimmy Sedlar Orchestra played and
Miss Judy Gay sang for the 1956
edition of homecoming. Martha
Rae Williams was selected Homecoming Queen.
The Tiger team rolled over
VPI with a score of 21-6 and
went on to play in the Orange
Bowland won the ACC championship. The Tigers went
into the homecoming game
ranked 13th in the nation and
VPI ranked 15th.
The TIGER launched an investigation of the Big Thursday game
ticket situation and brought about
the removal of the abominable
"yellow post" problem at Clemson. This was also the 50th anniversary of the TIGER. Other
controversial issues brought up
this year were the fraternity
question and the loss of Clemson
property due to the proposed
. Hartwell Dam project.
1957
During the year 1957 many new
names came to the Clemson
campus, that of the Olin Foundation and Tigerama were of particular note. The Olin Foundation
besides giving Olin Hall, gave
us Earle Hall.
It was also announced at Home-coming that Clemson was to get
a new Structural Sciences Building, which is today the most modern and beautiful on campus.
The modem designs of this building represent the progressive
ideas of a growing college.
The first Tigerama, a gala
student production, added
to an already evenful weekend. Miss Diane Austin was
named the first Miss Tigerama, and the Tiger Band
appeared with striking new
uniforms.
Stan Kenton and Paul Snyder
played for the homecoming
dance, Miss Phyllis O'Dell was
the homecoming queen. The Tig. , fir team, with a thrill-packed
fourth quarter, romped over
Maryland 26-7. This was the first
time Clemson had beaten Maryland.
This year was the awakening
of the change that was taking
place at Clemson. Thus, Clemson made a beginning of its second era of glory.

Clemson lost one of its dearest lar column has now begun.
It was this year that our
friends and hardest workers when
Dr. R. F. Poole, past president president Dr. Edwards took
the reins of Clemson. The
of Clemson, died in June of 1957.
most well-known man on
campus this year was Tom
1958
We now move to 1958 and a Anderson m, vice-president
year familiar to most of us. of the student body and a
Ralph Marterie played for both friend to all with a deep in
dances which were informal, and terest in Clemson's well-being.
a Tiger team defeated the Wake You have now read the history
Forest Deacons 14-12. It was this of homecoming for the past quaryear that Smedley (a counterpart ter century and a colorful one it
of Oscar) died and with him died is. It is this colorful past that
a tradition which goes back fur- gives us the uniqueness that is
ther than this history but a simi- Clemson, but just what is this

uniqueness or what is ClemsonP
This Tiger is the father of
Clemson men. He molds young
men from a bewildered teenager.
He molds us with the warmth a
father gives to a son and directs
us with the wisdow of the sagest
philosopher.
If sometime you will look
to where the "blue Ridge
yawns its greatness' you will
see a sunset of purple and
orange-the purple haze over
the mountains and a sky emblazoned with orange.
The sky reminds us of the

limitless opportunities
that
await us by virtue of developing our potential and the
mountains represent the immortality Clemson
gains
through your work.
As a final note, we would like
to say that loyalty to this Tiger
that represents Clemson is good,
but let us not forget that it is
through the individual, you the
Clemson Man, that he exists.
With this principle and Clemson's history then this year and
many more will be called Clemson's "golden years".

MISS MARTHA BELLE WHEELER

MISS LINDA TAYLOR

Sponsoring Keromos

Sponsoring Tiger Brotherhood

Sponsor CDA Senior Staff For Homecoming Weekend

Sponsors for the senior staff of CDA during the Homecoming Weekend will be top row, left to
right, Miss Genie Stallworth for Erwin Abell, president; Miss Rita Oswald for Tom McTeer,
vice-president; Miss Janice Timmons for Ronnie Crow, secretary-treasurer; Miss Katie Coleman for Bob Aiken, placing chairman. Bottom row, Miss Jo All for Frank Eskridge, publicity chairman and Mrs. Dave Martin for Dave Martin, alternus. Miss Ann Gilliam sponsor for David Poole, floor chairman, is not pictured.

Taps Staff Names
New Members

MISS DALE NEWTON

MISS MARTHA KEY

Sponsoring Senior Platoon

Sponsoring Numeral Society

MISS JEAN BOATWRIGHT
Sponsoring Mu Beta Psi

Taps junior staff has been expanded through the addition of
twelve new members. They have
been added by the senior staff
because of increased work on
the annual.
The new members are: Mike
Britt, architecture
sophomore
from Georgetown; Temple Roane,
industrial management
major
from Greenville; Winston Fowler, electrical engineering major
from Rock Hill; Jerry Lominack,
architecture
sophomore from
Greer.
Also, Andy Dowling, ceramic
engineering major from Marion;
Jerry Kline, industrial management major from Columbia; Bobby Vickery, architecture freshman from Columbia; Randy Geddings, architecture
freshman
from Columbia; John Timrnerman, pre-medicine sophomore
from Hartsville.
Others named were Bow Shaw,
forestry freshman from Sumter;
Tom Norton, forestry senior from
Dillon; and Tommy Roche, textile management sophomore from
Gaffney.
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Make

Clemson Theatre
College Avenue

pipeful
AMPHORA

Phone OL 4-2011
Friday Only, Nov. 13
DOUBLE FEATURE

"Daddy-O"
II

—Plus

Road Racers

a

MISS BARBARA DILLARD

MISS ALICE PRUITT

Sponsoring Newman Club

Sponsoring American Society of Mechanical Engineers

MISS MARY WARING
Sponsoring American Dairy Science Association

Late Show Friday
10:30 P. M.

"Floods of Fear#
Saturday, Nov. 14
DOUBLE FEATURE

...the tobacco that outsells
aft other imported tobaccos
combined! Try it and your
very first puff will tell you
why. There's more pleasure
in smooth-smoking, evenburning, long-lasting, mild
AMPHORA.
Popular priced, and more
for your money, too—full 2
ounces in every pack! Blended
in Holland. In handy pouches
and tins. Come in ana try it
today 1

"Louisiana
.a
Hussy'
—Plus—

"Natchez
Trace"
Sunday - Monday
Nov. 15-16

"Hound Dog
Man"

TRY A PIPEFUL

Color by Deluxe
Fabulous Fabian
and That
"Blue Denim" Girl

AT THE DEALER

MISS CAROLYNE WINGATE
Sponsoring Tiger

MISS JULIANNA FRENCH
Sponsoring Beta Sigma Chi

MISS JACKIE GRAVELY
Sponsoring Freshman "Y" Council

NEAREST YOU
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Clemson Changes, ButStill Remains Same
By RICHARD SHICK
Tiger Editor
Born out of the will of Thomas G. Clemson in 1889,
Clemson has grown and prospered for the past 70 years,
both physically and spiritually. This is officially the
54th Homecoming since the first class graduated in 1894.
Clemson, as this first class remembers it, was a small
land grant college. The social customs and rules were
like unto that used by today's military system. Who
can forget those Saturday morning inspections — the
early morning and late evening company drills for those
who didn't fare so well in the weekly parade?
Or, who can forget the first week they spent on
the campus—just a little lost "rat," bald, but not
unhappy because there were several others in his
same condition, trying to find out where he was,
where he is and where he should be?
"Stand up and cheer 'rat'," was all that upperclassmen had to say, at least to you. But then the big
day approached—Big Thursday. This was the most important day in the life of a "rat." Soon you had spent
a full academic year at Clemson and then you were "big"
sophomores.
You spent four years of hard toil and struggle and
soon the most important day in your life was here—
graduation. For the past four years you had sweated
those quizzes, spent several hours working on a lab report that the professor said could be finished in one
afternoon. And now that day was here. Proudly you
accepted what seemed to be only a dream when you
entered Clemson—a diploma.

^aa»»Aai»fe.4Aa . »'».^k. ~'.«"^ \r^., j, V

But somehow as you looked back, it actually appeared as if you had just started only a few days ago.
You remember the many bull sessions, the nights before
quizzes, the parties and the dance weekends. But these
surely only happened yesterday.
Now you come back on this day of honor to see what
Clemson is, Homecoming '59. You find on Friday night
something new, Tigerama. But the dance is still the
same. Saturday is taken up by the same ballgame and
later that night the informal dance.
Physically Clemson is entirely different. New
buildings have sprung up all over the campus—no more
military uniforms—the stadium is larger—a larger student body with something that you never thought would
come to pass, coeds—different professors, mostly anyway.
But there is still something that tells you that
this is Clemson—something that does not change
or age with time. You can't exactly put your finger
on it, but it is there. You feel that it has some connection with the students—with the faculty—with
the administration—in the echoes in the buildings
that still remain—the thoughts of the past.
Still you can't name it—it's there, you are sure of
this—but just exactly what is it. You may call it spirit,
tradition or any other appropriate word. But yet, words
can't describe it. It is just that certain thing that makes
Clemson different from any other institution, friendlier
than any other college.
What k it that makes Clemson different and dose
in our heart-? We don't know, do you? Welcome home,
Clemson alwnni.
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